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The Grand

Jury returned hvHrt.
ments against four of the officials of
we uc&iniey county Bank, via:
Thomas P. Smalling. oresident nrf
director, on two count; Samuel
BushnaB,
and a director, on two counts: Harold V. Blick- eriderfer, cashier and a director, one
count, Charles C. Manning, a director,
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r.lADZ RECOVER

ICtCIIMAN,
SMALL I NG CHANGE
FROM
CUCXEKCZRFER
AND RIO ARRIBA COUNTY BY
UAK.MKG INDICTED BY
MOTION OF STATEi
CZIAKD JURY
CASE OPENED TUESDAY
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AWAITING NEW TRIAL
FOR MURDER OF "SLOP
RE
PY JACK" LEWIS THEY
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anil UMC MAI L2. 1Mt
STRUCTED BY SANTA FE

SYSTEM SOON

Mexico
. Juan
2:30 P. M. Wednesday Judge
Noki Dena.
and
DURANGO, Colo., Sept. 23. Tela,
Francisco Trujillo and Felix Lovato,
an took up the matter of an- - Noco Yatza, three Navajo Indians gram
received from New York during
un
cnarge oi muraer in connection pourang a receiver for the McKinley pleaded guilty to murder in ' aecond the week
by Durango, Colorado, and
with the death of Tircio D. Vargas Couiiy Bank and
appointed Frank B. degree friday morning and were each
in Rio Arriba county, and trial was
sentenced 10 serve in the State nan nesa men, and an announcement in?
commenced by the District court in
the Chicago Tribune, are all to the sf. ;
Mapel was with the Gallup Na- - ftentiary from 40 to 50 years.
B
Gallup Tuesday, on change of venue il
cionu oaiut xor a time, selling his The crime for which the Indians feet that the budget of the Santa Fe
by motion of State's attorneys.
interns t in that bank to devote hia were charged was one of the most Railway company for next year car--;
Tuesday afternoon was taken up in
ries an item of $6,000,000 for a
;o his ranch property and other oruxai in tne
one count
history of the county.
selecting a jury for the cases. Just
Indictment No. 561. The State nf before time to adjourn court for the anter i ta. He is considered a conser-- On the night of Aoril 21. itm fir- - branch through San Juan county to
New Mexico vs. Samuel Bushman. day, Tuesday afternoon, twelve men vnthl financier, capable and with was discovered - destroying the store Durango, Colorado. .
abilit to handle the situation just aa oi rrans Lewis, better known to It begnis to look as through the
charges that: "Unlawfully, felonious. had been sworn in as iurora. ami
mw directs.
long dreamed of southern outlook for
many as "Sloppy Jack." Lewis
ly and knowingly receive and assent nine o'clock Wednesday morning the tneFoT
some time there has been some
an Indian trading store just the richest county in the went ia
to tie reception of a deposit of mon case started off.
Soma fifteen witness..
1. J kind of deal pending looking to re- - iiurvn vi uaitup. ine lire that burn- to be realised.
ey," etc., "and the said Samuel Bushman then and there knowing that said fense and prosecution were sworn in.- pen he DanK- - Somt steps were ta- - ed his store attracted many people
cans was insolvent."
most of whom were on hand at the ken whereby depositors in that bank to the scene, but nothing was saved.
ABTM17B HIMANI
Indictment No. 662. against Samuel time court adjourned Tuesday after- would receive a certain percentage, After the fire had died down the char-re- d
(Aatoeuter 8rrlM)
etc. T
body of Lewis was found as it lay
Bushman, charges that: "Unlawfully noon.
The jury was dismissed for the
and feloniously become a borrower
A Giant Airfish.
In I making the appointment of in ashes and beans of mnnMarirr
from the McKinley County Bank. night without being nut under tha Frank B. Mapel as receiver Judge fire. Murder was the verdict- of all.
Mr.
ia Here.
TIm Devil's Ink Stain.
for an amount in the aggregate rule, as the time had arrived for ail. Holloman stated that the receiver na robbwy "as the motive. Clues
in excess of ten per cent of the paid journment, and the cases had not got- would be under his directions and that Sere run down and Anally the three CHICAGO. Sont
Yrar Eye and A
up capital and surplus of said bank, ten under way. Sneaking to the num. he would lend every assistance pos Navajos were arrested.
The United States built a
bers of the jury, allowing them to go sible for the benefit of the
giant in the sum of $17,158.14."
:V
F'cvuuo movement unaer- depositors ithe trials and to hiin
","""
tangible, in ENGLAND.
Indictment No. 563. against Thom to their homes for the night, Judge in the McKinley County Bank,
belongs the ere- - taken by the railroads of
-mil ir
AnnrnAV .....
jkiuni
F, Smalling, charges that: Same as nouoman said that each and every
th evidence been undertaken, and will be carried
From remarks by the court in
ameo as. Last week, the United inn
Indictment No. 661, against Bush- m- of the lury as selected and'inv th mnninimut
iiiicb muiuns, re- on throughout the month of Septem- u ...v vvuirku
r.n.i
,
sk-iDuilt HERE, man.
sworn in represented a high type of
pwwe eppeiin,
sulting in their first trial and a ver- - uer wixn inese oDjectives in view:
that some who are interested dic
oy ine American Government,
of murder in the first degree. The
flew
Indictment No. 664, against Thom-V- ! intelligent citizenship, therefore he's-appears
u- 1.
Reduction of loss of and damj
j
Phil- defense carried the case to the State
F. Smalling, charges that: Same as v
rork and sUrtd
tiv fu. birciu uiiuer
lur
rule
court
ExamBank
the
State
appoint
Court on appeal, and the age to the public's personal belongadelphia, having first traveled 100 Indictment No. 662, against Bushman, the night, but that they should be in
Supreme
nose woo and tnat Smalling borrowed the sum their places in the court room Wed- iner as receiver. The court consider- - case was reversed back to the Dig ings when transported by rail.
jersey.
S?T
v uovernmem
irvm
2. Dissemination of informatinn re.
mi TrlMT. TrlP ArBTa HaaTlir ri.VBmini nan a. -- a o
l
n
uui use
can t ao any- - ox f 1632.39.
nesday morning at nine o'clock, at
the proper packing of housegarding
thing and must always hire private
Indictment No. 666, against Har. which time the cases would be pre hi. hand, full especially at this time. , theTMckinley"
w.itmg
the dut,e of State for tne ne triJ which j.U
assistance, take notice.
old V. . Blickenderfer. charges that: sented.
!2.ln
to come hold goods when prepared for rail
a.
o
no for the second time Wmw .TiuIm shipment.
Same as Indictment No. 651, against
Felix Lovato, tne of the accused Bank Examiner.
That great machine, looking like a Bushman,
3.
Education of tha manv thmi.
men, employed Hon. E. P. Us vies oi Mr. Mapel i. in a position to judge ,Holloman at thia term of court
aihrtr coated Hah, slowly traveling
Indictment No. 666, against Char-- Santa Fe. Juan F. Trujillo. the other local values on such paper as may
Friday morning, after consultation sands of railroad freight asrenta alon
air aoove Mew York, was lies C. Manning, charges that: Same accused man, was represented ' by be in the bank. This knowledge of with their attorneys, they decided to the lines of proper marking, packinga.
wougn
warning to the six millions of that a Indictment No. 662, against Bush' Hon. E. R. Wright and J. J. Ken- - local values makes of Mr. Mapel a appear before Judge Holloman and boxing and crating of household
I
city, and the whole country.
man, and that Manning borrowed the ney oi Santa Fe and A. T. Hannett better appointment than that of the; plead guilty to murder in the second goods.
In the morning, with the sun oh- - sum of S17.000.00.
ox Gallup.
State Hank Examiner.
degree, which they did and immedia- - Four nationally known organisatcured by clouds, the air giant waal The capital stock of the bank being
The State was represented by Hon. Mr. Mapel arrived from Los Lunas tely Judge Holloman
pronounced ions are behind this campaign, the
and tne surplus Ming Alexander Read, district attorney, Thursday afternoon and after a short sentences upon each of the three, as American Railway Association, the
wreiy viswie. naa ue captain cms- - hlloQ.otw.og,
n to go a few thousand feet higher ! 120 .000.00
American Railway Express Co., the
and Hon. A. a. Kenehan of Santa Fe. conference with Judge Holloman ac- -' above stated.
would have been absolutely nivis- -l
The indicted officials were placed The names of the jurors in this cepted the appointment. Mr. Mapel;
o
National Furniture Warehoiuemen'a
V
A
.L. '
ikle.
under bond in the sum of $1,000.00 case were as follows: C. C. Dowden. will ha vniMwl Ia
Association and the American Ware- - ,
sum
of
Sueh a traveler coming out of the each, which was furnished.
$20,000.
housemen's Association.
John Maegher, Miles Coward, Gus
misty dawn, above the edge of the
Kahn, Leon Czarlinsky, Albert
eean, would first make itself known
John Wall, C. E. Chateau, Clark
by dropping enough bombs to destroy
Noe, Ben Bernabe, John Thatcher and
-.
New York, enough deadly gas to kjil
William Bkkel.
mm
T i
Washington; Sept. 24" 6ne of
i iiiiii iraaners oi me innaMiams.
These cases attracted considerable
W
the largest lubrication contracts ever
The next war will be an air war.
IIAT.IE attention because of the presence of
a a
made in this country hss just been efN
lUs country should be ready for H.
such well known criminal lawyers as
fected
between the U. S. Poet Offi- A. B. Renehan, E. R. Wright and E.
and The Texas OomDepartment
FOR
Bad
news
THIS
farmers
for
YEAR
TO OK n.T nuJ
.
Important
m
GUARDS PREVENT LEGISr.
COMMITTEES CLAIM THAT P. Davies, and during the trial a
producers oi xexaco retroieum
a a
in rapid spreading of the
il""''
were visitors
of
number
people
Gallup
LATURE FROM CONVEN- - '
THEY
HAVE
WORKED
disease, imported from South Africa.
in the District court room.
DISING WITHOUT SANCThe
contract
is
PLAN
WHEREBY
for
the
The
fatal to alfalfa and
supply of
The case haa taken up most of the
PLAYS THAN EVER
luvru-aniTION OF GOVERNOR
io un jnoior venicie serother plants, in two years haa spread
DANK MAY OPEN
week. The examination of the wit
vice of the Post Office Department,
from Eastern Oregon to California
nesses was concluded Thursday night, The
and
includes the furnishing of lubriWhiteFair
for
Community
STATE
and Colorado.
HOUSE.
case
OKLAHOMA
will
is
the
that
expected
Committees working on plans look- and it
water
will be held this year on Octob- cants for several thousand motor
Kansas, great alfafa State, ColCITY, Sept, 26. Oklahoma's "reber
go to the jury this Friday nignt.
McKinthe
to
of
the
ing
8
er
and 4. This year's fair will be
orado and other States, should fight
bv the mil.
legislators were
Don Tircio Ke Vargas was mur
ley County Bank, so it is reported,
The Texas Company will make de- - litary at noon dispersed
supplied with greater exhibits than
this enemy as they would Asiatic have
today when they at- about completed their work. It dered in his store in Rio Arriba coun any
cholera. The tiny deadly pest might is understood that the new name for ty on August 22, 1921. Don Tircio De
previous xair. Whitewater ia a liveries on the contract to different 'temntorf tn mnwn.
The points in 38 states. This service is of the lower house to neek th. m.
dry land farming community.
coat Hundreds ox millions yearly.
the bank will be The Raiload State Vargas was a prominent business BOll is fertile
and produces abund- - made possible because of the
of Gov. J. C Walton.
man
with
and
a
his
of
man
section,
nana.
it is also understood that a
antly when there is sufficient rains, speed distributing facilities of the
There was no violence or bloodshed.
A few days ago you could buy a Los Angeles
banker is slated for the many friends. He enjoyed the repu Even dry years that
The
Office
e
Depart-ablis
Post
.company.
thousand million marks for 1100. In
community
,
The house members gathered betation of being a friend of the poor,
of the new bank.
to show remarkable production, pent has heretofore divided this con- - fore
- "-"marks president
1914, eno thousand million
the entrance to the house chamevery ready to help hia lellowmen in The committees in
Mc
is
informed
This
the
that
paper
wore worth 1250,000,000. German
charge of this 'fact among several organizations, ber were given a firm and curt order
could.
he
that
way
every
Bank
holds
but
the
facilities of The Texas Com
something The De Vargas family arrived from year's fair extend a most cordial in
money, then worth two and one half Kinley County
by Col. W. S. Key, military command- million dollars, is worth 1 1 now. like 1400,000.00 worth of bad paper, Rio Arriba Monday of this week, vitation to everybody to visit the fair pany reach from coast to coast and
"ol w "llempl w
We
informed
are also
that about
cycle of distribution!" "v1,;""
That's what war does when you lose.
whom are Don Circilo De Var and see what dry land farmers can this complete,
it possible for this large inde
makes
produce.
But that wont discourage the next $200,000.00 worth of the bank's good among
There was a momentary pause,
gas, brother of the dead man, Mrs.
paper has been sold. We are further Elena
war-lik-e
The Whitewater ladies have re- pendent company to assume this im armed officers
nation.
De Vargas, the widow, and two
informed that there is probably about
mense
moving through the
contract
quested The Herald to state that all
Moises and Girzman.
crowd barked out orders to "leave the
o
who visit the fair will do a good
The castle of Wartborg is closed I2Z.0O0.00 worth or paper still in the nephews,
o
part
and
without a word the
building,"
bank than can be, or may be collected
if they will bring their own lunch
for lack of money to keep it in
house members began to depart from
Upon such liabilities and rebaskets well filed, for noon day lunpair. The public can no longer see on.
the rotunda.
the bank
the room in which Luther translated sources the plan to
ches, as they, (the Whitewater ladScripps-Howar- d
Within five minutes the scene of
the Bible, nor the big black spot on will have to be taken into consider
ies), desire to take in the fair as
the clash between solons and the mimuch as possible.
the wsll made by him when he threw ation.
Last year manv of OKLAHOMA CITY, Sept. 27.
(Santa Fe New Mexican)
This paper has refrained from pub
the inkwell at the devil.
the Whitewater ladies were kept busy Military activities were extended to a litary was cleared.
A formal statement issued by the
American Lutherans perhaps will lishing rumors concerning the condi
to
cooking for visitors during the time third county in Oklahoma today as
Carl C. Magee, of Albuquerque,
contribute to repairing the old castle tion of the McKinley County Bank, day announces that he has sold his of the fair, and while the ladies are preparations were made in the enni- - legislators at their hotel headauart- and supply ink to freshen up the We deemed it highly improper to pay paper, the New Mexico State Tri- glad to see everybody at the fair, and tal city by members of the house of ers shortly before 2. o'clock declared
s,
which have doubtless been any attention to rumors. We have bune, to the
d
to institute injunc-thing- s tnat "this fight has just begun."
newspa take great pleasure in providing good representatives
made fresh many a time in the past. waited till a receiver has been ap- per organization, making the twenty-sevento eat, yet they feel that they tion proceedings in the district court Representative McBee told the As
sociated Press that, legal action was
pointed and the grand jury has been
it ia a pity to let old stories die.
newspaper owned by this or- are enitled to a little recreation at 'to restrain Gov. J. C. Walton from
dismissed. It is now time to give all ganization which also controls the fair time, so that they can mix and prohibiting the meeting of the low- - being prepared by attorneys for the
He would not indicate
assemblymen.
American school children saved $9,- - the facts that can be learned to the United Press and the United News mingle and visit with the visitors.
er chamber.
"The fight is over so far ns thei in which court the petition for legal
500,000 in the last school year. The public. We will not publish rumors Telegraphic News Service and other
Homer P. Powers, county farm
Walton reu.ie(,g would be tiled or when the
money is nothing, the saving habit is concerning this banks affairs, nor aids of newspapers.
agent, is authority for the statement house is concerned," Gov.
m- ouia
rumors about anything unless we
. everything.
Mr. Magee further announces that that the Whitewater community wili said at noon. He followed the state- r
the !eP! "i?ht to,
w,e hY
To teach children that poverty is have a way to substantiate the source he is to remain editor of the New put on one of the best community ment with the declaration that when
Mexico State Tribune, and says he is fairs this year ever witnessed in the court action was begun by the Bolons semble, both as citizens for redress
slavery, and can be avoided by rea- of our information.
he probably would not appear or be Lor 8vances and members of the
sonable saving, is the first duty of It is understood that some kind of freer to fight than ever before. He West.
inouse oi representauves, as a ooay m
parents. The second duty is to teach an agreement has been entered into adds:
The committees as named are as represented in the action.
children that after they have saved, In the shape or farm of a power of
"I have not been asked to modify follows:
Questioned concerning the probabil inquire into the state of public af
.
said the statement of the legin my policy by a single shade in order
they must help others.
ity that martial law might be made fairs,"
attorney whereby the depositors
Farm products, W. S. Noble.
less stringent throughout the state the islators.
the McKinley County Bank are to re- to make this comDination.
"The fight has just begun.
Arrangements, Chas. Hagerdon.
Exercise your eye muscles, and ceive not less than 75 percent of the
chief executive said:
Mr. Magee hurls the defi at what
Livestock, Oscar Gorsuch.
accidents. That's total amounts of their deposits, the he calls "the NeW Mexico money
"As soon as I am assured that the "We have been acting in a peaceavoid automobile
ful and lawful manner, and will conSports, Walter Wirtz.
the advice given by Dr. Needles, remaining 25 per cent to be used to bags" inviting them to make good the
opposition against the visible governIndian Exhibitions, C. C. Cousins. ment
is crushed I will be ready to tinue to do so, and the people of the
When you are in a car going forty heln litiuidate bad paper in the DanK, threat to "run Magee out of New
state are assured that nothing will be
Premiums, Henry Witt.
contract the military power."
miles an hour, you go about fifty-eig- Also, that denositors in the bank are Mexico."
Canned goods, Mrs. Maude Witt.
o
feet ever second. Unless your not to draw out more than 10 per cent
In the supreme court building this left undone to see that order is
Fancy work, Mrs. Chas. Hagerdon. morning Attorney General Geo. F. brought out of this chaotic condition,
eye can roll from one side to the other of their deposits per month. This is MENAPACE FUNERAL
vinCooking, Mrs. C. Noble.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
at least twice in a second, you can't to prevent a run on the new bank,
Short conferred for several houts and that the dignity of the law is
Concessions, Chas. Hagerdon.
with attorneys of Sheriff W. D. dicated, and constitutional governWhether such
keep track of both sides of the road should
it
"School exhibits, Mrs. Lillian Wil
and travel safely at that speed, agreements and plans will meet with
Sanford of Tulsa county, on quo war- ment with all three branches thereof
Sunday afternoon the funeral of
v
ranto proceedings which they seek to properly functioning,
Prizef igters, fliers, automobile driv- the approval of the court, we do not Mike Menapace was held, the Elks son.
Don't forget the dates October 3 file for the removal of the military in this state.
conducted services at the Chapel of
ers, all require eye exercises to stren know.
"That is the
issue, and we abgthen the eye muscles. At best, they It is further stated that the ap the Gallup Undertaking Company, and 4 and don't forget to go. The forces from the sheriff's office at solutely refuse only
to be diverted from it
The question of the original
get weak with old age. .And a closed pointment of a receiver at this time then at the Catholic church where the Whitewater people are among the Tulsa.
whatever, notwithscsr requires better eyes than an open will in no way hinder the consumation last sad rites were solemnized and most thrifty in the county. They jurisdiction of the court was discuss- by any pretext
come first ed. A body of 60 militia men moved tanding we have just been, by the
to
came
want
everybody
Mike
car.
soul
consigned
of
Menapace
the
or completion of any plans now under
dispersed from meeting at
of to the Fai in the God who gave it day and stay over night for second unannounced into the county seat of bayonet,
consideration for the
the
great
capitol of this state and
The Piince of Wales, und3r the the bank.
The services were attended by a day.
Wagoner county.
we are shadowed at our private
that
.'
o
the
the
and
name of Baron Renfrew, is in Canof
concourse
injunction
people
oreat
Attorneys preparing
and elsewhere, at the instance
action against Gov. Walton declared rooms
ada resting. In spite of his disguise
funeral procession was one of the long
to the of the governor, of this state, and not
for
battlo
a
...a crowd met him when he arrived.
est ever witnessed in uaiiup, nearly
they were girding
caucus in
' The English know the value of Canfederal supreme court on the right of permitted even to hold a some
every one in the great crowds wss
form
our private rooms without
The real
ada now, and in future.
the representatives to convene.
either a personal friend or a close
Meanwhile attorneys for the mem- of intimidation."
acauaintance of "Mickie,' as he was
England may be Canada some time,
The four indicted bankers of the bers of the lower house who were dis
with the British Isles maintained as
affectionately known to all.
a central business office in Europe. Dr. W. B. Cantrell's new offices in
The family of Mr. and Mrs. Joe defunct McKinley County Bank are persed yesterday when they attempt yesterday for distribution pamphlets
As the great Roman Empire saw the Wurm building are among the Menapace desire to express their ap- making ready for their Hrials. We ed to meet, .continued the prepara- attacking the executive was passed
thanks to understand that E. R. Wright of San- tion of a suit to test the governor's until tomorrow when George Orcbi
the seat of power change from Italy most convenient and finest in the city. preciation and heart-fe- lt
the arresting officer failed to appear
to Constantinople, so Britons of an- The rooms are well furnished and up- - the many friends, and especially to ta Fe and A. T. Hannett of Gallup authority to bar the session,
tm,
A..1
other century may see their imperial
the members of the Elks for the many have been employed to represent the Hearing for Campbell Russell, in court. Russell was charged with
Parliament and whatever is left of light, good ventillation. steam heat offerings of flowers and tender sym- defendants. It is not known whether former chairman of the state corpora- disorderly conduct
Orchi is a secret service operative
the royal family transplanted in Mon- - and running water, make of the of- - pathies at the services and burial of or not the cases will come up for tion commission and a political enetrial at this term of court
fices equal to any in big elites.
trial or Australia.
their beloved ton and brother.
my of Gov. Walton, who was arrested of the executive department
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match. During cre-ik
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re- plaum . OTily Ala& nda brother
main oi ue ueroaiu iaouu.
own a Ume factory t UvaL France.
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"Just call me a sailor," saw
sea U
"The
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soon oe
and
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At The Rincside

r
iiu
when he hits a man he rememDers it
Second Bettor: "Huh, wnen my
man hit a man he dont."
dvcii

In Kanaae

w

-

a
inwn'a ptv limit wel
come to motorists, "Speed Limit 100
Miles an Hour roras uo xour

'

LRAT- L-l

'
Info
"Ah T- ummI
to know
A IVIIVBVIUVi
'
your wife before you married her. She
was such a pensive giri.

gpteiaber

vvvn

Henneck: "She got ovef that. snes
"
',

Tk. Tmth

r

8n Hcln Me

Jnnoa "Sav Smith. I iust bought a

raf atlH I WAIlt R1V Wife tO lCSm
to drive, too. How long did it take
your wifeto learn;
Smith: "well, lei s aee. i uun t fw.
mmember. but I think it will be eight
years this December.
nanr

RICHARD LLOYD JONES
SAYS
(Coprrisht

tqr

Richard Llord Jonai)

Singleness of purpose is the foundation of all success. It is the man
who knows exactly what he wants

and insists on getting it who usually
gets it.
We are too prone to look upon money rather than mind as our goal. Money barms only the man who has not
leaned to help himself.
It is the mind that mints money.
Money never makes mind. To be born
with a ailvpr innnii in vnur mouth is
not a handicap unless you let the
spoon gag you.
Poverty is not a virtue. It is noth- intr in kriff ahnllt. The noet nraiMe
a false philosophy when they sing of
the glory or poverty, ine wnoie
struggle of the world is to scramble
awav frnm it. tt ia a hideous thincr.
Youth's problem is not what are
you starting with but where are you

Mail
M.naatio Mahal'a
I'va heen told that
there is a charm that is infallible in
winning the love of a man, no matter
kottlinoi storm, hun
unattractive the girl may oe.
how
.in
Gerbault kept
Have you ever heard of it and will
illness
and
thirst
ger,
uu.m..e.
you tell me all you know bdoui ii ;
commence
oi
a spark
arHope B
sailed from Gibraltar April 5 and 17.
it.
heard
of
Yes, Hope, I have
New York September
in
rived
at hw
but seldom have I seen It, and
With the cup of victory still now
certo
though I can vouch for the but
he paused to say, "and
lips,
tt
know
r
.i
tainty of its effect, Ilove
me
cross
rutins.
charm
little about it. This
Alain J. Gerbault is a soldier of
"
is called Munny.
0
;
THE METHODIST MINISTRY
Dempsey-Firp- o
AND THE CHURCHES
n-

- U1B,MM
Mohol.

J-- ...

Fight

May Come Back

NEW YORK, Sept. 23. Though
ratnm matrh hetween Jack Demp- starting for.
Your fortune depends not upon sey and his Argentine rival, Luis Anwhat you have in your hand but what gel Firpo, is regarded by ring followers as Inevitable, details of their
you have in your head.
Real nobility is the fruit of heart, second clash for the heavyweight title
culture no less than head culture and may not be arranged for some time,
your heart grows big only a you probably not until next year when the
force it into the affection of other battle is most likely to take place.
hearts.
Tex Rickard, promoter of the fight
Determination is a richer asset at the Polo Grounds a week ago, has
than dollars. It is the one indispen- made little headway in negotiations
sable tool that is needed for the suc- this week with Firpo and Jack
cessful completion of every job you Kearns, the champion's manager, desmay desire or are compelled to tackle. pite the willingness of both fighters
Determination forces you over the to enter the ring again, r lrpo is
road of concentration. Concentra- averse to being involved in anotner
tion is the forces of" intellect thrown ldng term contract such as he had
like the searchlight upon just one ..stk PtrirarH thi vpftr. He is will
conthing and held there.
ing to fight Harry Wills, negro
Concentration is the control of the tender,
in addition to Dempsey, but
cultivated mind.
not until next year.
Nobody cares whether Lincoln or
tr..n in tho nlhap hand, has sev
McCormick
or
Emerson,
Edison,
eral
tempting theatrical, motion pic
Agassis had a bank account because
ture
and exhibition oners ior dempeverybody knows they had a brain ac- sey, but declared tonight that . he
conceand
cultivated
count. They
would rtve none of them serious con
ntrated their brains upon a great de- sideration for some time. He has
termination to do something so well three offers from Engitsn promoters
worth while that they rose above the for exhibition tours of the British
poverty, above fickle fortune into the IqIm and Eurooe. as well as a propo
indistructible wealth of the world.
sal for a visit to Mexico City.
;
o
.'
The champion's manager probably
An- Los
riava
...:n
in
for
a
four
...
v
w tit
gelea, where he will join Dempsey
Mexico md decide on plans lor tne immeaiaw
,
future.
Firpo has not yet completed plans
trip beDOUGLAS, Ariz., Sept. 23. Bee for his proposed Canadian tentative
his
but
of
next
week,
of
cause
the alleged resumption
ginning - 4 hia
flrat annearance in
L.j.T.
open gambling in Agua Prieta, Mexifrom
Montreal
the
this city,
line
Sept. 26 with Elzar Rlouz,
co, just across
EVanoh.ranadian frlant. as an oppon
Immigration Inspector Antonio
closed the port of entry on the ent in an exhibition contest. Rioux
Mexican side at 6 o'clock tonight He tarn a member of Jack Dempsey s
acted on instructions received from sparring staff at Saratoga Springs
President Obregon, he said.
for a time.
-- o
.
procrastinators
The action left American
side,
whnaa motto is
high and dry on the
hundreds of machines carrying thirs- Mpi.v Kafo." will keen out of both
turned back in a
house and the palace.
ty passengers being
vain attempt to reach the Mexican the poor
aide.
'
tntarVala Used- ' to
f" vara
"
AVWUIM
Many Americans caught on the
r
von
in the chest.
anrf
mi
how
they
other side were wondering
would spend the night, as the order The automobile all the time kicks you
,
also forbids persons passing through in the pocketbook.
the port to the American side.
'
'
. .lonui iaannolntine to the
o
were
neighbors when the Mactaheep of the
Bryan doesn't believe there
hie
tree.
family tuna out to be its white hope.
in
family
monkeys
any

ui

Gamblers Shut Out
From Old

i-

Gab-llan-

Inasmuch as some do not seem to
understand just how a Methodist
church gets it pastor, we take in hand
to set this clear. In the first place,
prethe Bishop and his cabinet-h- e districts
siding elders of the several
of the conference have the appointpart
ing power. It is agreed on the
the conof the minister when he joins
ference that his case shall be manag
ed this way. This system assures easn
a
pastor a charge and each church
pastor.
Some say that neither the pastor
or
nor the church has the selecting But
has any say in what is. done.
thia in't the wav it works out It
i:l,u, that oarh will have some
what to do with it. Though it may
be that neither will nave mucnpre-.ti-wn
Generally the
say the first year.
iiibr consults the preacher
about the place open to him. This
me
system has aeveropea w
and even churches con- where
pastors
. . ii. .
Ani aftnr the
tk. olrloi.
first year, when all are acquainted,
o
both the church ana me paswr
some say in the matter. While the
power
h.a tt within his own
D:.kn eeaew
tllDUVH
to move any and all, it is very rare
that any man ls.movea againat u v
the churches desire.
t v.. kaan oharirad that this sys
tem is the lengthened shadow of
autocracy. Viewed from the
outside it has the appeaance, but in
the working out of the plan it is sim
ply one of the very greatestOneorgamieu
said to
forms of a democracy.
au.
Aw that an autocracy
itself Un't bad If it is in the hands of
good and just men, ana re is very

ok

to do wrong.

i.a...1e--

.

21, 1823.
'

'

Gentlemen:
I think you are treating a tenderfoot rather roufh at least that it
the way 1 leit wnen ine copy ox me
ITaralln nraachinaT tha out.
In
door sports of the "Inter-Tribdian Ceremonial" pasaea acraw my
prosaic Eastern deskl It made me
long to be among those present.
At the same time, how can I help
advertisebut admire your full-pament t It certainly dominated all the
in that issue.
advertising
wr- amvlraul nnt ham what Wfl
feel is some very interesting copy for
our customers. If yon would like to
have us furnish you with a steady
stream of copy suggestions, all you
have to ao is w say iuo wu auu m,
starts on tu way xo you.
Yours very truly,
SHOE ft
COMMONWEALTH
LEATHER CO.
. W. L. DODD,
Advertising Manager,
. Bostonian Shoes.
al

ge

b.a

NOTICE
Quail Season Closed , in McKinley
County, N. M., forJMS.
$25.00 REWARD
.'

For Conviction of anyone violating

above order.

Mcxuniey county uame
tective Association.

f"

-r

tie,
CO.

,
Lebeck
WyUe,
rinthina? Store.
Gallup, New Mexico.
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First Hand

AJv-rtis- uig

WHITMAN, UAS3

.
. .
Dearv A. Leda:
T.
a avnactad to Sena

i.-..- ail

me. I've
"Believe
rintKIaRottnr
man n' minn fiirht before

Best".

Waala
AtSan- -

mi.

w-

r.a That War
:
"I am tired of being
First
in thie hot water.
Seond Em: "Never mind, youll
get hardened to it"
Th

Ee-sr-

Carrington

J.

i.

ttst tta

,y.

"Bow-wow-wo-

H

i ww

r.

the teacher.

Willie looked at hie cluamatei and
grinned.
"Ramus. Willie!" exclaimed the
..nka. haaahtv.
.
z t
.
Willie, looking up at tne teacner
flnaly cried out:

coudtkies

orA twjwa
t & at r
ftiidtoii re CzX

....

hart."

Wlllta'a Dm Ufa

"Rimu." nrnmnted

a .1

M

f

f

f

Ger
bault's feat one of the meet daring
and unique in the annais oi m
should caUing cards be
v cannot attend
dm was vu
iaa
uiutnuaii
many.
how
If
so,
-- a
taaaail ahnllt an mOUR' sent?.
AMS. A. A
tainous waves in a do
No. (2) Yes. If it U im(1)
icwwded
our
m
dipped water when f
possible to put in an appearance
onto her aiier no
at the affair, a visiting card
day.
should be put in an envelope and
nATTI.w.n GKKAT SIVKJt
sent to the hostess. Try and have
hnnra ha lav SDrSWled
it arrive while the tea is to prothe
in the bunk of his ttny
gress. This may be done by
services of a messenger or by
conscious from a fever which
r post (3) A husband and wife if
him down during a gaie wuico
a u. it.fu iraft. vwaeoinaT ner unable to appear would each send
daudeck clean of rigging and flooding the a card. If a hostess and a
reception
dosen or so leet oi caoin
ghter are giving the
two cards each are sent
.
a.
- a fvmm.
i.nH.. which broke his
ui
ibv
lurjr
ii.
iDO WB 11 lb,
. v. Dear A. Leda:
wwnw Via maat and riDw
a
storm
(1) What should be done u one
sails
his
ped
rwlnnic heiirhts and was reported drops his fork at dinner T now
.aaVa airo at the time by in should celery be salted!
a. v. xv.
ner.
coming tranwtlantic
allow her
servant
AUr
is
AW
there
a
linTKMl
hn'l
TWlAtia
If
I 1VTW1VIIO hvlow two weeks from to
it up. Otherwise do so
ran
pick
trip
day
m
York because of delay by ter- yourself, unless there is a gentlewhile beating nis way man beside you, in which case he
h amrhharn DOrtion of the
will do it After a word of apol".L.v'"-rr-;w- .
nt his water ogy to the hostess continue as
if nothing had happened. (2) Put
was cast overboard, poto- and
spoiled
..
. .
,v. mawIv
" mafia- some salt on the edge of the butoned ty tne wooaj m
ter plate, then take the stalk of
kel?
bV
-crazed
A
.han
touching one end lightly
iwro www sy,
hailed celery,
in the salt and bite it off.
thirst and lack of food he was
by a great ocean liner bouhu him
up
to pick
Vni, mav tint ha "afraid of hard
York, which wanted
I.
ia..t tw Kim in. He thanked
work," as you've often said, but dont
was
Victory
refused.
'
fh nantain but
r..-- -.
.AUieiAtll you prefer soft work I
in sight ne was given
v
and left to his fate.
and
If you follow your copy-boTHOUGHT OF FAILURE
do right," you won't dare
"dare
to
sailorman
Not this

then (or your take

could not ponounce.

nen

k

a

mMt

v..

tr.i

wnii. had atmnat finished hla read
ing leiion When he came to a word he

p Goodrich

x
M.-

t.

nun mucn

Dead Eye Dick: "Will

--r

frczi

Ixomne. kls wanton

beneath the name of Columbus
Slace
marine fctj of fa"e, muet be!
recorded the pane of Alain J. GerM-- 3.
The
France,
bault, aLaval,
a
a aa,
old rrencnmaa aaiiea un ew
?iar tiarbor this week in a thirty-foot nail boat the flrat man to aver
Kmmm
ha At Ian Hi alalia ,fl aneh a
email wind --driven craft

PatLaSi

TL!xl

.

.

(Written by Unci John for The
Gallup Herald)

HiHlfaill

7rb vJ,
Grlzr

7Ez?9

crd H!zr:3 Li K2 F27

Pi

"

-

.

...

.;

The man who lives by' his wita
really lives by other men's lack of
wits.

niv

"
"Uunng me.
four day storm my mast wasbattered
bowsont broken ana i w
the skip, which broughtdnchea'to
.
hnt I always fig.u.
ured that if the worst "?.uldrhPP"
.
he mast toppling
in for
and
put
sail
a
with
something
h
Bermuda.
Te
Jreng-fiftnearwt land,
middle
the
about
day,

ANNOUNCEMENT
New FU and Winter Shapes in
VELOUR and SOFT FELT HATS

'

'

however,

Many Beautiful' Patterns
Hand-mad- e
Center pieces, Towels, Guest Towels,
Tatting By the Yard, Tatty l?aby Caps 'i'
.

mast , mended
bowsprit, tightened the
knew Id
the rigging and sailed on, I
reach New York somehow.
Coming over he wore only heavy
woolen trousers, a slipover sweater;
Since April 5,
no socks or shoes.
when he started his trip from Gibrat
ltar, he had been barefooted. Doesn
like any kind of footwear.- - while
'. ,
handling his boat'
--

;

HEMSTITCHING and PICOTING
.
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION.

SUMMERS MILLINERY

New Directors

For Ceremonial
On the evening of October 17, at
the Chamber of Commerce rooms, a
meeting will be held to elect a new
set of directors for the 1924 Cerer
monial.
All who paid for membership cards are entitled to a voice in
this meeting.
The Herald would suggest that, in
so far as possible, all old members
be retained. The old board are in a
'position to know of their mistakes
and also in a position to know how to
profit by mistakes of the last two
years. A new board must learn. If
the old board cannot be retained, then
elect as many of the old board as possible for the 1924 directors. .

:

Watch Riy Wi
FOR

SPECIAL SALE
"

2 DAYS

EVERY WEEK

First Arrivals from
Japanese Quake

l

m

mid-iaev- al

true.
Th

..

naatnr nf the local Methodist
church leaves the afternoon of the
30th for the Annual conference which
meets at Marfa, Texas, on the third,
next Wednesday.
Bishop , J a m e s
Ga U the Bisof
Atlanta,
Dickey
hop in charge. There will be men in
attendance that represent the great
Interest of the church.
JOHN W. HENDRIX
"

Irii-l-

-

Tt taW
to operate

Even
ing,

M

!jV

it

--

particular.

IE

a lot of intellectual steam
a train of thought
L.

a

T-

-,

.

.vr

--

M.

Joseph

.

G&llup,
v

FUII

Shoe Repairing

First-Clas- s

Mrs. Don Tinting., wife of th
gent of the Admiral Oriental Lltrt
at Yokohama, grabbed her daugh
ter Yvonne from the cradle In T Vo.
bama aa the flrat onake was Tell
and flei to the RS. freeMewi Jef--

Aid) SCO?

NE Ell

i
'

STORE

Only Exclusive Shoe Store in Gallup

MES

o

when a long lane has. a turn
may not lead anywhere in

PARIS SH0

N.

-

nv

IL Artesi, Proprietor

- -

Utxr llzzito

Cer. Coal Avenue and TLird

st

--

1

.

'

g::::c;iJi::IjOc:::s

C
rod," irritai R. U. W., "I trtcJ
morning to riJs from Carton t
Ll Ccvth. After, a iriile I hecrt

1

racertain about tit rc- -i
jx a laborer I fcvulrei

lie

bii

TJJ

ULD

.3 tatv

f ary

oca place.
"A Moond wayfarer vrhora I ackti
was equally irnorant. Tan
third. Thiafeow cratGUi
lmt nnuntlt a lank tf
i.
aton dawned open hii face. 5Ay, U
be tore, I bare it now it'e Closer ye
ne&nr New Haven KegK.r.
.

BY GALLU?

At I r!;Lt

man I
I3T St. OeythT'
sUd'aml eekl he never

:,

v

and

L-.-

,

t'ir -

I

)

t
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tire: J. J. Crockett and daughter

On last Thursday afternoon' the and Mr. Woods of
Gallup were GibWoman's Borne Missionary Society of son visitors Saturday.
the First Kttnodist Church of Gel-m- p, Hughie Ridgway was confined to
met to Gibson at tfie home of his home for several dsys on account
Mrs. John Elevins. Mrs. Llevins, Mrs. of illness this week. .
Ed. Roberts snd Mrs. Frank DeBusk
Joseph Irick and family have mov
were the hostesses' for the afternoon. ed into the Navajo hotel.
The following ladies were present:
T. R. Jones representative of mine
Mesdames R. J. Graff, Geo.. Hodnon, safety
of Denver, paid
J. W. Hendrix, Herman Terry, Wal- the mineappliances
a call this week. .
lace Stofer, Wilson, Cantrelll, AmRobert Bryden, who has been on
brose, Bustard, Orr, Gorman, Cooper, the sick list, is back on duty at the
Walther, Lewis, Rollie, Cooper, Barn- uamerco warehouse office.
es, Ttniey and Holmes. ' Mrs. Can-traElmer Richards who was injured in
the president of the society, waa the mine Wednesday is a patient st
leader for the afternoon. Mrs. Wil- St. Mary's
hospital.
son presided st the piano. The meet
Mrs. Dsn King, who has been viait-in- g
was
ing
opened witn a scripture readher sister, Mrs. L W. Irick, reing by Mrs. Cantrell, prayer follow- turned to her home st Crown Point
ing by Mrs. Ambrose, after which fol
Roberts of Gamerco hss re. Bob
lowed a very interesting talk on the turned from his
Albuquerque trip. .
"Why of the Missionary Society, its
Mrs. Ortes has about recovered
ana meaning," by ' Mrs. from her automobile accident.
purpose
Gov. J. O. (Jack) Walton of
ueorgs noagson. men followed a Mrs. John McGeiver ia on the Gibouet sung by Mrs. Wilson and Mrs, son switch board this week.
who Disced his entire stats
Stofer, "If You Know the Savior,
ander martial law to suppress noa
Webb Ashton of Gallup ia in the
onow n oy i our uie," which was eashler's office
cings. He also forbade a special and
during the absence of
session
alL
of
the
8tats
followThen
greatly enjoyed by
extraordinary
urover fhiiitps.
ed
which
short
would
talks
legislature
Impeach
by other members after
The George Gardener family and
him. He ha
wnicn tne meeting was closed with a Jo Rollie returned Friday evening
severely critt
eiatxl by jitwspapera.
Mrs.
prayer by
Cooper. The Isdies from a three weeks trip spent in Calthen had a social half-hochst to ifornia.
gether, and were served with refresh.
Mrs. Lillian' Wilson returned from
A TRUE PICTURE OF
ments consisting of sandwiches, cake her school
ALASKAN GOLD RUSH
,at Whitewater, to spend
ana not coixee.
the week end with her daughter Mrs.
L. M. Kuhns. '
"The prime requisite of any great
The following camp people are
Pete Mervosh left overland for Hot
motion picture is a great setting.
the grand jury: P. V.
Springs, New Mexico, where he will
Great books, great paintings, great serving on Jack
D.
Angel,
Roberts, spend several weeka vacation.
songs, are inspired by great events," Henry Brock, T. F.
Redman and John
The Misses Sadie and Lena Archi- declared
Jesse D. Hampton motion Dean.'
veque of Gibson have enrolled at Lo- picture producer in explaining why
The
following camp people are on retta Academy at Santa re this year.
he chose as a photoplay theme, Rex the
petit jury this week: Jack HolMike Lupien who has lived in GibBeach't novel, "The Spoilers, which
comes to the Rex theatre next Wed' mes, Pete Archibeck, John Wall and son for a number of years, left for
R. W. Dennard.
nesdav. Thuradav and Fridav.
Flagstaff where he will make his
Mrs. Ed Wall was called
Triniin future.
The Klondike gold rush," .Mr. dad on account of the seriousto illness home
Mrs. W. A. Porter and son Sherman
one
"was
the
of
went
on,
Hampton
of her father.
were dinner guests of Mrs. Claude
greatest events in American history- The Dominick Rollie
of Gal- Ward of Gallup.
It developed a section of the United lup were guests at the family
Geo. Gardener
Mrs. W. P. Peterson and Mrs. W.
States hitherto almost forgotten. It home
Monday evening.
M. Porter were dinner euests of Mrs.
developed powerful figures and pro
Mrs. Geo. Gardener, Mrs. Ben WilHughie Whitemsn Friday.
duced untold fortunes. Thus it is logi son and Mrs. A. M. Lane were
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Dean of Weacal that the event should bring forth on Gamerco friends Wednesday calling
after- ver residence, have moved to the Gib
one of the most powerful stories in noon.
son hospital for the winter.
American literature 'The Spoilers.'
Lawrence McKenna, who has been
Mrs. and Mrs. J. J. Richter and eon
"Rex Beach's novel is one of the on the Gamerco
ball team this sum of Philidelphia, who have been visit
best written in recent years. It is mer, left for San
Calif.
Francisco,
ing at the Charles Kettle home, left
based on an historical incident and it Thursday.
portrays as does no other work, the Mrs. T. D. Truesdale and children for the Eaat Wednesday.Club
The Civil and Social
will meet
treat Alaskan gold rush. Further- of Okmulgue, Oklahoma, have joined October
second, at ths home of Mrs.
more it did more than any other thing Mr. Truesdale at the Gibson
to stop the political 'spoilers' from and will make their home here. hotel, Bonnel in Gamerco.
wresting the rich gold mines from
Joe
Wednesday for the
LETS GO!
their rightful owners. The Spoilers' Hot Ferreri left
Springs; where he will spend
was Rex Beach't first and most suc severs!
baths.
weeks
the
taking
cessful nova! end it deserves a picGsllup Base Ball Ass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Dominick Rollie and
ture where modern day equipment, Mrs.
Gallup, New Mexico.
C. Lewis of Gallup, were guests
technique and photography can do it at the J. T. Pittman home Sunday.
September 22, 1923.
The
Herald Printing Co.,
'justice."
Gallup
The
formed
a
very
following people
o
Mexico.
theatre party at Gallup Gallup, New A.
pleasant
Mr. George
Byua,
Important Guest
Tuesday evening: Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Huooy came home and round an nard Gruber. Mr. and Mrs. James Editor Gallup Herald,
argument going on. His wife was Sneddon, and Mr. and Mrs. George Dear Editor:- We read with great interest the
trying to give s bridge party.
McMullen.
of
"What's the row 7" he demanded.
Mrs. Henry Langhurat spent Sun article published in the last issue re"One of the guests is threatening
The Gallup Herald, relative te the
in
with
Miss
Randolph
Gauup.
to walk out." explained his wife in s day
which is now hisLee Petty has been suffering with cent Ceremonial,
attention was di
Our
special
whisper.
tory.
an infected eye.
"I mutt conciliate her."
rected to we note about a base ball
Miss Lelia Cooper of Gallup has team having the opporunity of using
"Conciliate nothing. Let her walk
been teaching at the Navajo school, the grounds and the grand stand. We
out."
"Cant be done, hubby. Shell during the absence of Mrs. C. . would like to take advsntage of this
walk out with six chairs and four Friend.
offer, providing the people of Gallup
tables I borrowed from her."
G. C. Bottenburg of Gallup is serv are willing to support a good clean
Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
ing on the jury in Gallup for a few base ball team. It is necessary that
we have them support us financially
and by having a good attendance at
the games. During the winter we
will hold regular dances, and by so
doing expect to increase our funds for
s clean start for the season of 1921.
We believe we have the material
for a good ball team, made up entire
ly of local talent, and with the proper
cooperation of the town people we can
assure Gallup of good clean base ball
for the coming season. Oallup is a
town big enough, and game enough
to have a real ball team, and if the
nroner spirit is shown, wo are sure
that a ball team in Gallup will meet
with great success.
Yours truly,
Gallup Base Ball A?a.
JOHN B. GREENE,

"

tra

tit. C"Zz3

The last wO and Uatament . of
President Hare - waa xsd for rro
bste at tvs of-,-cs of Probate
L. B. McNesl at Marion. Ohio, by
Charles D. Bchaffner, president of
tha Marion County bank, named as
executor in tha instrument He was
accompanied by Mrs. Florence Kling
Harding, Attorney General Harry M.
uaugherty and Attorneys Hoke Donl-the- n
and Walter E. Schaffner. of Ma
rion.
In accordance with the simple life
Mr. Harding led while the Chief Executive, the thirteen request in the
testament reads:
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r::t tit ta

"I

ei

r:

ci-

tato shall be ex-tf.r a
ment othtr Can a sixpla cx.1 jr i ,r
my grave."
,.....:.' j wi. a
The will, which covered three of
the pases of a
ranurl-twas typewritten ani signed at Vt--iwii

.

,

f":i

Juns

ing

lv.x lie s nr:ure wrs

zo,

witnessed by Georje B. Christian, of
Marion; Charles E. Card, of Portsmouth, Ohio, and Attorney General
Harry M. Daugherty of Columbus,
Ohio...

....

-

.

....

The bulk of the estate was left te
the widow, members of the family
'
and close relatives. '
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Stem
OUR EXPANSION
YEAR AFTER YEAR
475 DepartaMBt

The tabulation below indicates that the service and
the goods sold in this greet
of Department
multiple
Stores, over a period of more
than a score of years, must
have given the ntmost
Grow '
BwiMM

Total
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1914
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1914
1917
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'
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811
871
475

1121
1923
IMS
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llMtt.lt
Mt.881.lt
1.188,271.94

t,tM,t41.8t
I.I8I.924.97
I.844.294.75
4,828.071.11
1,416,877.44
14.880,945.22
21,854.796.80
18.778.288.74

42.821.M4.il
44,141,928.20

4l,tS(,72l.08
4i,000,0W.M

Ertimated

TIm time you will
srtrttiiur

your

Cl aacetiarily
traJaia
Therefore It
limiteta.
U
hehooYee you to seek the
..
boat available.
for
School
Western
The
Private Secretaries is the
otaly school ia the southwest offering a complete
Secretarial tratamf. Here
every phase of modera
business b taught.
Methods aatl textbooks
are the moat modern
and there ia alwaya a
waiting list of positions
for our graduates.
Enroll now. The first step
ia to send for our new illustrated booklet, outlining the courses, and explaining our method of individual instruction.
WESTERN SCHOOL

for
PRIVATE SECRETARIES
Tijeras at Eight St.,
Albuquerque, N. M.

lt

.

On Tireo
and Acceccorieo

TONY MACE,

GOODYEAR TIRES

30

x 3 Smooth

30 x 312
32 x 4
33 x 4

u

$

..'

....

.

9.00
8.95

22.45
23.25

31 x 4
20.45
All Other Sizes Cut in Proportion

Aluminum Step Plates
Flash Lights
Spot Lights
Spark Plugs, 12 in.
in.
Spark Plugs,

......

1.85
.75
4.50
.50
.75
Sun Visors
$3.75 to 16.00
Side Wings
$14.00 to 22.50
12.00 up
Bumpers
Detroit Springs for all Cars

.....

Worry
It means you are advanced beyond the old
fashioned description of
your home on wash day;
that you know how modern skill and invention
have made this necessary
evil no longer a burden.
Our work it quality work

Radio Sets Westinghouse Sen. $48.00
Magnovox Loud Speaker $30.00
Western Electric $21.00
Two Stage Amplifiers $50.00. '
Tubes and Other Accessories for the Radio
Parts for Dodge Cars, New and Chevrolet,
Overland, Saxon, Ford, Nash

EC

Set $75.00.

o

O-IIAS-

GALLUP STEAM

WML
DEALER IN

NASH

WILLYS-KNIGH- T

OVERLAND
PHONE ICS
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a short time you will have a car of
will be
then all
own.
your
with
to
family.
your
youri enjoy
Think of die comfort, die pleasure and

snd

In

"out-of-door- s"

happiness which will be yours.
Buy your car under the termi of the

For as little as $5, you can select the Ford
you want and place your order at once. We
will put this money in a local bank for you
at interest Each week you add a little
more. This also draws interest. Soon your
payments, plus the interest earned, makes
the car your own. Come in! Let us give
you full particulars about this new plan.

CARRINGTON
MOTOR
COMPANY

FWCB CUT

Manager.

Our Wagon at Your
Door Relieves Your

if

Okie-hem-

Captain.
VICTOR E. BERGSTROM.
CHURCH IN CHRIST

(Congregational)
Rev. L. A. Stark, D. D., Minister
"The Community Church with a

Social Program."

9:45 Junior Church Worship with
one of the $3,000,000 series of Bible
pictures on: "Noah and the Ark."
10:00 Church School with clauses

so

f

fcW

,

tM
fficS4

No Argument
About It

IfYou
EAT AT

THE WHITE CAFE
SATISFIES
Merchants Lunch or Supper, 50 Cents

for all ages.
11:00 Morning Worship with the
fifth in the pastor's sermons on
"Christian Vocations." This will be
entitled: "The Baker's Vitamen of
Life." Mrs. F. V. Cuff will give a

violin solo.
The
7:30 "Worth While" Service.
pastor will give a ten minute address;
there will be special music; and four
reels of pictures including a Burton-Holme- s
Travelogue "Down the Dan"Salt
ube to Vienne," an educational
and a two reel drama
Mining,"
"Bridge of Fancy." The general public is cordially invited to these ser
vices.
0
No Market For It
The sage was discoursing on honest criticism, which, he maintained,
was a valuable commodity and all too
rare. The grouch was not much in

terested.
"Let me read this item,

Chronicle-Telegrap-

1

CITY MARKET
BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE BEEF, PORK,
AND CHICKENS
VEAL-MUTTO-

WE SELL

said the

sage. He produced a. clipping.
"An ounce of honest criticism," he
read, "is worth more than a pound
of flattery."
The sage sighed.
"How true this is," he declared.
"Honest criticism may be valuable,"
responded the grouch, "but
there's no market for it." Pittsburgh
h.

Not less than $70,000,000 is being
spent in California this year in hydroelectric enterprises,

'

10
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BOOKS AT

PERCENT DISCOUNT

PHONE 64
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bank will net cmr ntry Ixys
Eutmeaa Kanaser and AuUUnt Editor that the receiver will be In charts cf the bank for a long time,
as the law directs.
tutor and Assistant KiaOr. wiadiaj up its
In
the
ccrr!i:n"ca cf a fctsk'i escurity towards its de8uptriatMdMtt CsrkantctJ Department
positors thsre is csly ess way to arrive' at a safe conclusion, and
that way is to lock iato the financial standis? of those who are
behind the bank. The nxzxe of a bank counts for nothing. The
financial standirr esd rtrponiibOy of those who are behiad
the bank counts for everything.
ArasrLiGarfoM few Ultras
Many things mijht be considered by depositors in a bank.
When they deposit money in a bank they should do so for business reasons, and for business reasons only. Business is not
,

FRIENDS

business unless it is based upon and backed by sound business
principles.
The safety of deposits in a bank depend upon the reliability of the resources of those behind the bank a bank is just
as safe, just as strong, just as reliable and not one cent safer,
stronger nor more reliable than are those who are behind the
bank. It is an easy matter for any depositor to ascertain and to
determine the strength and reliability of a bank, and every depositor owes it to himself to first ascertain the bank's respon
sibility before depositing his money. He can, if he would, find
out if the stockholders in a bank have paid for their stock, and
this is very important. He can, if he would, find out if the
stock is owned by home people, or owned and controlled by
people of other sections. He can, if he would, find out if stock
in a bank has been hypothecated to persons in other sections
to bankers in other towns or not really owned nor paid for by

any

MAKING PEACEFUL HOME. PATHS
It is the Church and. its influence which year after
year continues to make home paths more peaceful. The

Church educates. It teaches, tolerance; it teaches love;
it teaches life.
Summer vacations are ended. Cool days are again
here. Refreshed and invigorated, all of us should resolve to live the Chrisitian lives we know give lasting
happiness.
To live a constantly improving life, one must get
new thought-inspirin- g
ideas. Regular, attendance at
church is important in the growth and development of
,
every individual.
this Sunday. Go with open mind and
desire to serve God and your fellowmen. If you do you
will go and go and go. Then Gallup will be a better
town of peaceful, happy and prosperous homes.
"GO TO YOUR CHURCH EVERY SCNDAY"

COUNTY PROPERTY PROTECTION

al

matter.
The county owns certain machinery and this property
could be stored on the Lyons Memorial grounds, thus placing
could
all the county property in one place so that a care-taker

after the property.

.

al

MR. SANER'S

COMPLIMENTS

LET'S GO

C0.00

to 010.00

LEBECK & VYLIE

d,

e

m

.

1
erior Knowledge oi a mend, "Oo you
with a V or an V?"
'sense'
AN HONEST MAN:
When the Scotchman, returning spell
"That
depends."
replied his friend.
from a visit to London, was asked how he liked the town he said "Do you refer to money
or brains?"
it was wonderful but that the people were not honest. He
Aw, I don't mean either of them."
bought a box of matches 1,000, for a penny and found the was the reply. "I want to say I ain't
box contained onlv 982. We wonder what he would sav of our seen him .sense." Youth's Compan- -

political promises before election and political performances lon
afterwards. Don't forget the season of political docility is at Those European war clouds
.
hand. Gather your roses while ye may.
not betoken a reign of peace.
r

Hon. R. E. L. Saner, president of the American Bar Asso
ciation, after hearing papers read by members of the New
Mexico Bar Association, at Albuquerque before meetings of
both associations, said that of addresses and papers he had
ever heard before bar associations during his long member
ship, he had never heard better and more profound addresses
than it was his pleasure to hear as made by members of the
New Mexico association.
"Get back to the Constitution ; the Ancient Landmark
which our Fathers Have Set, and Which We Hear and Now
Plead Shall Not Be Removed."
These words made-u- p the subjects for addresses and pa
pers as delivered before the Association meetings.
To those members of the New Mexico Bar Association
who read papers and delivered addresses are due the compliments of Mr. Saner, Mr. Saner being one of the greatest lawyers of America.

-
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THE GREAT FALL SPORT
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The people who
compain .of
taxes have it within their powerhigh
to
lower them. Most of these taxes are
of local origin. The cost of the state
government in Indiana and of the
federal government except in the latter case for the duties imposed by the
World war, are relatively small as
compared to those we nay for citv.
do county and township upkeep. And a
large part of the local taxes go into
public improvements.
Pehaps some
of this money is not wisely spent,
and that there is room for improvement there by being more" earful in
our selection of public officers that
bave to do with the expenditure of
the people's money is unquestioned,
but not many of those who are
of excessive taxation would
coin-plaini- ng

be willing,

imagine, to abandon

ourselves.
The people have it within their now- er to elect city and county council- men, state and federal legislators and
others who have to do with soendinar

our

money, pledged not

to

make pub-

lic improvement.
One thlno- - th
pie surely can do if they do not wish
to go so far in the matter, is to examine more closely the quality of the
men they elect to public offices,' this
to the end that the latter be not extravagant nor of the grafing type.
Thus we might be more nearly sure at
least of getting our, money's worth of

Some of those of our citizens who are interested in base
ball, having noticed our mention that Lyons Memorial Park
and the grand stand might be used for base ball, directed a
letter to the editor of The Gallup Herald, published in this is
sue, and we ask that our people read it.
Gallup can support a good clean base ball team, and if
the proper kind of business-lik- e
management gets behind a
base ball team, Gallup will support it.

what

But

we spend.
taxes would not be abolished.

Don't imagine that.
Press.

Muncie (Ind.)

.

Why She Speeded
Mi.
MntnrUt "Oh
Policeman, when I tell you why I
speeded, you'll let me go.'
Ullicer "WKV war unn speed- 1
Woman

III

self-supporti- ng

Ga-mer-

we

public improvements.
And if we insist upon
paved roads,
better courthouses, palatial school
cement
buildings,
alleys and the rest
of these things, we must expect to
pay for them and we should place
responsibility where it belonti nrmn

BASE BALL

Our merchants and business people are hounded and so
licited for this and that and everything, but a base ball team
can be made
if properly managed.
A good team for Gallup could be matched with the
team, which means that one Sunday we would play at
'
Lyons Memorial Park, then next Sunday at Gamerco Ball Park,
and the Albuquerque team would come over occasionally, and
to on thru the season.
Let's go base ball I

ng

New Fall Style

1

Indian Ceremonial directors should call attention of the county commissioners to this matter without delay.
The Ceremonial committees succeeded in collecting money with
which to build the grand stand, exhibit hall and making othe.r
very necessary improvements and as all this property has been
. added to the county s property the county commissioners
should take immediate steps to protect this property.
Inter-Trib-

good-looki-

foot-shap-

.".".,...

has-som-

The commissioners of McKinley county should take steps
to properly protect the property which has been placed on the
grounds of the Lyons Memorial Park, known as the improveIndian Ceremonial the grand
ments made by the Inter-Tribstand, exhibit hall and other improvements.
The Ceremonial just over, and so soon after, certain property has been stolen or taken away, and campers or hobos
have been on the premises, built fires at nights and otherwise
molested property This is a very important matter a serious

that hurts wont wear. Your feet
will find that BOSTONIAN SHOES are
friends to be proud of
e
shoes that have your
already
built into them.
A Shoe

There are quite a number of people in this vicinity who are
now getting the first taste of what it means to be caught in a
bank s failure, and the failure of the McKiriley County Bank
will touch the pocket book of every interest in this entire sec
210 COAL AVENUE
tion, either directly or indirectly. And, in this respect, each in
dividual among us owe it to ourselves and to one another to
bank for business reasons, that every dollar of our wealth may
be
and the only safety that can be considered is
Are you reading the weekly advertise
the strength and responsibilty of those who are behind the mentsA ofPOINTER:
The Gallup State Bank? The advertisements for this
oanic.
bank are changed weekly. Each and every week a new advertisement for this bank is printed for our readers each and
K. K. K. AMERICANISM
every week The Gallup State Bank has something to tell our
readers. The owners of this bank those who are behind this
A former Gallup citizen, now traveling thru the Southern bank invite you to look into the reliability of their financial
States, while in Mississippi, wrote the editor of The Gallup strength and the solvency of their resources, who own the
Herald that our name is well known to the Klan leaders be siock oi nils oank, and if the stock so controlled in this bank
cause of editorial expressions of this paper. From this same is paid for and by whom. To read the weekiv advertisempnfa
source we learn that it is considered dangerous for any one of The Gallup State Bank will reauire but little of
to take issue with the Klan, that many people living in the the information of the bank's reliability is free to you and only
Klan sections who do not agree with the Klan antics, are kept
from taking active action against the Klan thru fear.
GALLUP HERALD MOVES
a
Yet, this motley bunch of hooded criminals and shroud Byus, A. H. Carter and Clifford M. PORWARn.r.wM
Carter
are
Galthe
making
cent
100
ed cowards brag about their
Americanism.
per
lup Herald one of the leading newspapers of New Mexico.
issued a Progress and. Prosperity edition of the
They
THANKS, MR. SANER: In the midst of much defama Heraldlately
which contained almost as mucb news as a Sunday patory publicity against New Mexico and her citizenship as mad per in a large city. "The Earth."
by hypocritical political demagogues, comes Hon. R. E. L.
Saner, president of tne American Bar Association, who says
CIVIL SERVICE : Evidently the nAtlAfifll PI 1711 aornriA
of the ablest lawyers in the United form
that New Mexico
league is not without a sense of humor. It recommends
States deep thinkers, patriots, true citizens. Yellow, sen to President
Coolidge that "the burden of 120,000 Federal ap- sational, unscrupulous politicians, the kind who are respon
ue lanen irom me executive shoulders that all
puuiuucuui
sible for the libelous Sunset Magazine article, would have the
postmasters be selected by civil service examinations. Surely a
world believe that New Mexico was inhabited by "ignorant, strange
hour has been selected for such a recommendation.
Mexicans who can not speak or understand the English lan
guage.
'A DILEMMA: We saw a soldier the other
day that is,
he said he had been a soldier in the great war. Now
he is sellA SHAME: The time is not far distant when it will be
needles from house to house needles made in Germany.
a shame and a disgrace for men and women to drink bootleg ing
hooch at dances. It is a shame and a disgrace NOW, but quite Surely the housewife finds herself on the Horns of a dilemma.
a number have not as yet been able to recognize such as a
Still Anothe Sense
Let The People
shame and disgrace. Gradually It is coming home: What
young man enjoys seeing his sister muled up, or what young "Bill," said a sailor of whom th
Lower Taxes
woman enjoys seeing her brother making an ass of himself at Western Advocate knowB. looking un
our public dances?
from his writing to consult
the
. . sup.
i
safe-guarde-
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look
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Woman Motorist "I was trvinv to
catch up with
htdalaytodsatfeD
catch UD With that Uriv tn
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Economist.
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District Court now in session, will
continue through next week.
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roll of tha Klan: and regardless of of-forts on either aid. of tha controversy
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Johnny Elnea ia his great
Comedy Featura ,

ware laaued
deoaxtmant ef
The Gallup Herald. Dr. Warrinar said
that the cards were just as fine as
could have been done in New York
City.
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with thirteen years ef expert enos at
a successful iniropracwr. ue is a
graduate of the bast schools In the
United States, and bas token
courses. Tha practice of
Chlropractica is becoming mora to be
recognised by science the world over.
We are clad to make note of tha fact
that Gallup and vicinity nas a vnire-pract-
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Repeating Sunday's Progrua
TUESDAY aaii WXDNIDAY

Oct

Ths Grand Jury
Reports ca Sheriff

S- -l

One of the Greatest Pictures
The followins is tha renort of tha
Ever Brought to Gallup
Grand
made
to
as
HolloJury,
Judge
2a
man
afternoon at 4:30:
Ktl.hLwL J2 ThaWednesday
Jwtv o?V
This Great Picture Will Stark
Grand Jury, impaneled and
Soma weeks ago The Gallup Herald
sworn
At 8 P. M., and to Enjoy it aa
at
the
money'
term
special
September
And Are Pleased to Get
criminal robbery of 1923, of the District Court, in and waa infomed that the McKinley coun
ul
Well as to Appreciate Its
Jh1",
.?'
his deputies were vio-bDramatisation all Should
You Anything Not
optleggera robbing thia poor old for the County of McKinley, and ty sheriff and
State
.
crime for tha State of New Mexico, report to the lating the laws town, county,
See it from the Start
In Stock
allow auch a atate of affairs District Court of the First Judicial and Federal We were told that if any
Be in Your Seats Early
to take place and go on day in nnd District of the State of New Mexico, one wanted a drink of hooen, or wantwithin and for said McKinley County, ed a jug of whiskey that all you had
oay out, rignt under our noses.
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
to do waa to say the word to the sherEvery hooch drinking friend of as follows:
Oct 8
G.
this old man should be thrown in Henry Brock being appointed fore- iff, or to any of his deputies, and
would be delivered,
jail and criminal charges filed against man of the Grand Jury by the Court, what you wanted
Herbert Gaaner presents
what the sheriff and his
'
Hardware
themevery one of them and every called the jury in actual session, and that this was
Furaihire
AiA. with tha whiskey
"RICH MEN'S WIVES"
tney
one of them should be prosecuted for C M. Sabin was appointed clerk.
Fox Educational A Gold Fish
Committees for the examination on took from the poor bootleggers. The
Our comment:
The New Mexican criminal robbery.
nt thaaa nersons were given to
has said it just exactly like we would
Story
To allow' this state of affairs to Inspection of the county offices and
District Attorney that
Assistant
ithe
were
These
com
said
with
buildings
the
it
bark
is,
appointed.
say it, that
go on a few more days the chances
we
he might have them appear oeiorw
on and right from the bottom up.
are that the old man will die from mittees reported as follows:
SATURDAY, Oct
We find the condition of the jsil as iGrand Jury. Other persons maae
o
ithe effects of poison hooch.
he
If
6LUEWATER KOTES
cnapman.
FLOWERS: Ten varieties to se- dies every one of his hooch drinking follows: Toilets very bed. no bed similar statementa to Mr.
Morrison in a Comedy
Pete
all
lect from, atrictly fresh, direct from mends should be charged with mur ding on cots; no woman's quarters, and Mr. Chapman saw to it that
Drama
glv-le- n
be
such
charges
(Herald Correaoondence)
in
bad
making
floor
condition.
Poor ventila persons
the Reinhardt Floral Gardens, Alli- der in the first degree.
GOOD"
"MAKING
before
to
testify
an
No
opportunity
tion.
u
place to keep guns, badly
son, N. M., and at Jenkins Drug Store.
me
oi
All
Grand
peron
County Superintendent of Schools,
in
the
need of safe and vault No wav to
Jury.
Jimmy Aubrey Comedy
We carry a complete stock of Mil
Saturn ino Baca, of Valencia county,
handle insane people. Altogether jail who had made such charges refused
"THE DETECTIVE"
.
urana
riUDVIU,
tne
rv:
ivisited the school here last Friday. He
such
before
to
swear
r,
in
"'"". and feathers. Williams Mil
in. iuarsnai
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Governor Walton, aa aliased, may
be a wild-eye- d
despot, asking to
crush our fair liberties underfoot and
mangle constitutional government.
If any mangling ia to be done, how- ever, we prefer to aee it done by a
officer
duly elected constitutional
rather than by a masked mob of out- laws. There ia also areat moral re-t- o
freshment in the apectable of a governor who is willing to come right out
with a machine gun in one hand and
a rifle in theother and state that no
anonymous
aggregation of
ghosts ia going to run the govern,
ment while he is able to fight.
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when the neighbor'a daughter
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more
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age, their
New Mexico ia a state in which free
The
than two hundred years ago.
padrea vanished, but the Mexican set- sneech and a free Dress are forbidden.
That out oi the succession ox
tlers remained and multiplied.
They
Padrea. of "Mexicsna." of Ameri
were there, had been there for two
ALL KINDS
through
centuries, when in 1MB tna territory can settlers who have come
came under the aovereigmy ox me five decades, there ia but one honest
one
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United States. They are there today, man, one worthy citizen,
in
and
warm-hearterehei
still
influence
surviving
unchanged,
essentially
illit- Jion against the combined and besot
mostly
superstitious,
hospitable,
CURED AND SALTED MEATS
erate, still speaking Spanish, still ted forces of evil,
Would YOU come to New Mexico
clinging to the old ways, customs snd
traditions, still antagonistic to the for busniess or investment?
Would YOU bring your children
Americana who have built the cities,
established the big stock ranches, here?
constructed the railroads, operated
Would YOU risk your life and pro
the mines and developed the modern perty in s commonwealth wherein you
had been told the courts were corrupt
irrigation projects,
There ia no love lost between theland the law a joke?
Macee continues thus to advertise
English and Spaniah speaking popu
lation except that since the time of himself aa the "savior" of New Mex"Bull" Andrews, pupil of Bosi Quay ico. He hat filled and caused to be
and ruler of New Mexico for thirty filled hundreds of columns in newsMexican-America- n
papers and magazines from the Atyears. American and native
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cnarget," one alter another, were
disproven or discarded for lack of
supporting evidence. Thus, without
impreslying, be leavea the clear-csion that Magee's contentiona
are
true.
; ,
But Whipple's article, serious aa it
it in its presentation of half-trutdistortion and destructive innuendo,
is far lest sellout than the deliberate
y vicious defamation contributed by
the editors of the magazine.
This introduction has been pub
lished above
in full because Ni
Mexico taxpayers, New Mexico property owners, "business men and
builders should know what Magee's
has
campaign of
done, is doing snd will do to the property, the business interests snd the
progress of this state,
Put yourself in the position of the
man or woman considering a move to
New Mexico, for change, for health,
for business ' or other reason that
might bring population and invest
ment here I
Suppose you read in a magaaine of
general circulation and good appear
ance the bald statements tha- tNew Mexico ia s hotbed of graft
nd corruption.
New Mexico is s horrible example
of atatnation.
New Mexico ia ruled by feudal
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Of course
down belief

Satan is trying to oreax
in the authority of the

scrietnree. Rationalistic forces, the
forces of infidelity, stheism, socialism
and Bolshevism are denying that the
scriptures are infallible. They are
doinar it because they want to destroy
the suthority of the scriptures. If
the agencies of sin can destroy tne
scriptures then they have an easy
road to the aatUfaction of all the
lusts and passions of human nature.
Second: THE VIRGIN BIRTH
The same set of forces are denying
the fact of the virgin birth of Jesus
Christ God decided upon the plan
for Hia incarnation. That plan, decided and crested by the Tribune God,
fixed the virgin birth as the instrument for the incarnation. Therefore,
the virgin birth ia proof poaitive that
Jesua Christ ia the aon of God. Satan
knows that fact. Therefore, if he
could destrov belief in the virgin
birth he could logically deatroy belief
in Jesus Christ ss the Son of God.
There is no fact in biatory mora
perfectly established than tha fact
that Jesus C hirst waa born of the
virgin, and therefore ia the Son of
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through mud or
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of New Mexico, and in
good
promissory note and other advances
the Sunset Xlagasine artiof money made by tha plaintiff.
cle. tDcether with the comments made
Tha third toit, a similar one. it
the Albuquerque Herald, we do so
against W. A. Berryhill and involves by
defense of the fair name of our
an allexed mortgage on 1.830 head In
of cattle in McKinley county. It it State end New Mexico citisenahip.
Htrtune article and
claimed
that Berryhill owet the The SunsetHerald
commenta are, aa
Albuquerque
on
a
127,023
plaintiff
promitaoTy
note for $26,000 and other advances follows
In the current (October) issue of
of monev.
The suite also ask that toe count Sunaet Magazine, published in San
act vp that the lien of the plaintiff Francisco tnd having a wide circulathe west and middle
it superior to any that might be held tion throughout
by the defendant bank or the ttate west, New Mexico receives another
bank examiner acting for the de- blatt of defamatory publicity aa a result of the activities and propaganda
'
fendant bank.
In each case it ia atked that V. Jb, of Carl Magee, publisher of the local
Bieelow. aecretary and treasurer of democratic party organ, who ia now
the plaintiff corporation, ' be named reported to be in San Francisco negoreceiver, ana tnat nis oona in tiating a ssle of that paper.
Introducing an article titled, "IS
each esse be $1000.
THE PRESS FREE IN NEW MEXo-ICO?" it the following editorial
Coolidge
statement:
If you want to tee the whole brood
of evil arising from race antagoniconWASHINGTON. Sent. 23. Preal sm; if you want to examinean the
Ameriof retaining in
dent Coolidge hat virtually decided to sequences
numerically
hold the propoaeu conference oi uov-rna- ra can commonwealth a
powerful group
an enforcement of orohibition strong anda politically
foreirn language, think- and other laws in Washington about sneaking
inc
and
acting
is alien wan: if you
October.
of
the middle
Tha Governors are to be invited would see these alien citiieni organ
and delivered by
here after their regular annual meet- ised, mislead, traded
and selfish politicians,
ing at West Baden, Ind., on October unscrupulous
American and of thtir own race; if
1.
you would tee corruption, graft, t opbut if it were pression of free tpeech and of the
Lie. it
not it would not be worth living- - free press, boss rule and stagnation;

Ton out cf Ist-fe- ct
Yrat
for Good Yisloa is tie
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JEWELT2 AND OPTICIAN

UNCLE JOHN'S

PCZU

(Conrrictt, PabHsksn
Today. Billy Bunkem was aoeakin'

to me of the tragedy Life is
to be . . He thinks wo are nothin'
but gover'ment tlavea, and will never
be free till weTe laid in our graves. .

that the next generation will witness
our groana while political buzzards

are pickin' our bones! He's sure we
ere headed for squalor and chains.

while the 'plutocrat travels on gold-plattrains. There was gloom on
hia mind, and despair in hia word . . ,
there wern't any doubt that Bill Bunkem waa sheered!
But I'd been so busy
up
hay, that I'd missed all the scarecrows Bill mentioned today. . With
of
a carload of steers, and a pen-fhoga I hadnt observed we was goin'
I reckon IVe passed
to the doga.
of crime couldnt
up a. boat-loa- d
atudy it none, when I aint had the
time. . . . There's lots of nice things
that a feller could learn and, more
information that aint wuth a darn,
to, in spite of Bill Bunkem, I'm bound
to
invest my muscle and brains where
God.
Let me call on the Christians all it pays me the best!
o
over America to be true to God t in
These The Devil Levee-Littl- e
fallible Word, and to Jesus Christ
bora of the Virgin Mary. The church
Elaie had been particmHy
sbau oe nctonoua. The gates ex sou
ahall not prsvsu.
trying to her mother that day. IX
really seemed to find delight in teat
A Family Matter
WSJ 0 We DOIgBt H HHDHIMVD.
"If you sre so nauchty, tJsie, no
A man of considerable position and one will love you," said her mother
importance confesses, with a merry with a frown.
"Yet. mother: I know aome one
twinkle in hia eye, to a serious blow
to his reputation from an unexpect who will love me. The badder I an
ed quarter.
the more he loves me.
Hia email son returned from school
"Why, Elsie, what do you mean?"
"The deviI.bEverybody's Mega-snd confronted his fsther with the
sine.
question, "Father, what are you?"
ed

u!

...
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CHOICE MEATS AND POULTRY
SAUSAGE,

d,

SQUARE DEAL HEAT UARKET

So

politicians

COMPANY
--

DEALERS

IN-

have

joined lantic to the Pacific, of just tuch

hands snd capitalized racial antagonism for their personal benefit
By

-

There is illiteracy in new Mexico,
but it ia no greater in proportion than
manipulating the "Spanish-American- "
vote they were able to dominate in a majority of the states.
the ttate, to send Albert B. Fall to There IS a population in New Mex-the senate, to rule many of the pr- co large numbers of whom speak a
foreign .language, but they are as
edominant y "Spanish-America- n"
counties in an almost feudal manner. loyal American citizens at can be
iTnnn favnrml insider thev bestowed found, and the "racial hatred" which
the bulk of the state lands; they made .these propagandists constantly harpthe schools a hotbed of cheap politics, upon exists only as such propaganlowering the quality of instruction; dists can stir and inflame it. In a
they fosterojd and encouraged tax- - dozen of our states there are larger
dodging until it became the insiders populations speaking foreign langu- favorite sport: they held the assessed .ages, wno are inu icyai Americans.
valuation and the state'a revenues There IS tuch an organization as
down to such a point that the school the Penitentet in New Mexico, but it
and road system, the health and so- is a dwindling, dying organization
cial work of the state became lean and its alleged political influence is
and wan for lack of financial nour- not equal to that of a precinct chair
man of a San Francisco ward. Its
ishment.
And when a voice was raised in "horrible" tortures, vividly pictured
in this article of distortion, are figprotest, it was silenced by financial ments of imagination.
intimidation
or
through
pressure,
There ARE poorly financed and
persecution. One Santa Fe editor was poorly
taught schools in some of the
one
another
to
from
county
dragged
of New Mexico; but so
districts
rural
dozens
of
himself
defend
to
against
there such schools in California
libel suits which, under New Mexico's are
and thit "unprejudiced" article tells
peculiar laws, could be brought in any
no other source of inDart of the state regardless of the readers having
that ALL New Mexico
residence of either plaintiff or defen formation,
schools are a "hotbed of cheap polidant.
"
" ...
tics."
new
rebel
Four years ago a
began But the Magee propaganda asserts
to defv the
political ma that in New Mexico all mannner of
chine of New Mexico, the owner of bad political, educational, financial
an Albuquerque daily flung down the and social conditions ARE INFINIpauntlet and tossed his sombrero into TELY WORSE THAN IN ANY
the ring. What happened to him is OTHER STATE, that New Mexico
set forth in Mr. Whipple's subjoined is the ultimate in rottenness in lawarticle. The Editors.
lessness and in hopeless stagnation.
The "subjoined article" referred to
Even had Magee accomplished any
is by Sidney is. Whipple, a correspon- single thing of a constructive course,
dent of the United Press, a news this nation-wid- e
campaign of calumvending association which supplies ny against New Mexico would still
be aa damaging in all of its effects.
telegraphic news reports to Magee's
' "
But this . campaign of defamation
paper.
Whipple "reported" the trial of the is Magee's one achievement that has
Magee contempt cases in Las Vegas. been successful, the one thing he has
It was he who told of the blanketed undertaken that he has carried out.
"
O
Indians sleeping on the court house
flock-ito get
the
restoration
will
It
Mexicans"
speed
"inflamed
of
lawns;
into Las Vegas on foot s. and on back to the Constitution and stand on
horseback, ready for violence; of an it immovably. This great fundamenorganized band of armed cowboya tal law of the United States of Ameacrer to begin shooting in Magee's erica ia unmatched in all constructive
"denfense" and only restrained there- effort to establish popular governfrom by the Prophet's saintly calm ment since the world began. It made
and ready martyrdom in the people's us what we are. Warren G. Harding.
cause.
A banana peel is good for a peal
Whipple's article in the Sunset
Magaaine is ' a Magee statement of of laughter, when the other fellow
the Magee side of the Magee triala, elides on it. Greenville Piedmont
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General Merchandise
Groceries
Hata,
Shoes,
Dry Goods,
Household Staples and Supplies
Free Delivery For City Trader
Give Us a Trial And Save Money
BEST SHOPPING PLACE ON THE NORTH SIDE
North First Street

Old J. L. Hubbell Place

CEDAR and PINON

Stove Length
$5.00 Per Load
.
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Gallup, N. M.
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MILL COFFEE
COFFEE

I
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Demonstrator Will be at Our Store
Wednesday, October 3, 1923
Come in and Sample this World Renowned Coffee

SERVICE .GEICCERY
E. W. TAMONY, Prop.
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In Public School

Sends Fire
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Radical Talk Scored
To Mt Yemen
By Judge Curia
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The Difference

"He confesses that he does not un'
derstand Browning T"
"Poor fellow) Of course, he) admits
WASHINGTON,
CHICAGO, III, Sept 23. The Pen
Sept i3.-- The
WASHINGTON.
that it to his own fault"
23
Sent 23. Henrv LOS ANGELES, Cel.,
two son of the President of the nsylvania Railroad
has iuat mad Ford, while recently In Washington Adressing the Masonic ClubSept
"The infernal booby! Kanae
in obserUnited States are entitled to be two
a statement showing that in m connection witn his Muscle Shoals vance of Constitution Week, Super- City Star..
normal boys in school in the opinion Jublic of this year 46 persons were
proposal, visited Mount Vernon. It ior Court Judge Paul Burks vaster.
of their father. This was made plain nueo ana
You cant fall if you've never rises.
injured in trade cros was the first time he had aeen the aay scored "fanatical" experiments
at the White House today on behalf sings, as compared with 21 killed and
where George ior solution oi political, aociai and in.
home
picturesque
so injured In July, last year. The in Washington lived and died.
oi airs, laouage.
MHMBMIMaMMHmMMMRM
dustrial wrongs.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
In the past, it was pointed out, both crease
m xsxaiiues was lis per cent
The millionaire manufacturer show
"A sure remedy for every wrong is DEPARTMENT OF THE
ABrcmrara SUITS i
INTERI03
boys had attended the public schools
The report cites the number of ed a keen interest in the
buildings readily available under our present U. S. Land Office at Santa
easts
...
kM in their father's home town, North- cases of the reckless disregard by and the priceless relics
Fe, N. BL
contain. government," said Judge Burks, "by
they
ampton, Mass., where their parents automobile driven for the safety of
August 87, IK1
'
the
use
nours
and
nationdirection
several
at
of
our
this
right
pre
Kntim la kantkv ivan Kf
resided even after Mr. CoolidVa be. themselves and those with them. spending
al shrine. Then the practical side of sent essential and
instru- ard A.
came Vice President
Palmer, of Grants, N. M., who.
Among them are the following:
mentalities."
nature
nis
asserted
itself.
on Nov. 22, 1917, made Homestoed
snJlASMAhllai
aImUS)
"All NMVHSVHII
MMIIMlaJ
As President Mr. Coolidn must
WW
VWVWWnU
is
"Our
Constitution
the
VlgUlj
corner
"What precautions
FOR BENT: One five room mod- - mate nia nome at
the White House
running 35 miles per hour, against fire?" he asked.have you stone in our temple of human free entry, No. 034309, for (LoU 1 and It)
nousc, furnished with niane. Call in Washington, but he doesn't want persons,
NEUNEK, Section 26, Township U
ran
side of a locomotive
into
the
He was shown a row of red fire dom and happiness. It is sufficiently
t 408 W. Hill, or phone 829.
his boys. John and Calvin Jr.. to lose standing on a crossing, all the occu
buckets
filled with water and in, nexibie and pliable to enable it to has filed notice of Intention to main
their natural freedom by that fact
pants being injured.
contract and expand as public neces- 3
SLEEPING BOOMS: The 'mot
year Proof, to establish claim to the
So, by sending them to a school in
"An automobile, occupied by four formed they were the only means of sity may require,"
he stated. "Wide- uutu
comfortable sleeping roonu in Gal-hi- p. Pennsylvania, he has freed them from persons, was driven into the twenty-fourt- h combating any blase that might
u. h.
buvvb ueacriDeu.
start The nearest fire department spread misconceptions regarding the commissioner at uranu,oeiora
in. niex., on
the formal official surroundings of
car of a freight train, killing ia
Apply to 107 West Mesa.
Constitution
the
emphasize
impor
at
several
miles
Alexandria,
the 9th day of October, 1923.
away.
the White House and given them the three and seriously injuring the other.
the principle
FOR RENT Three room furnished opportunity of living normal lives as
Ford seemed deeply concerned at tance of
Claimant names as witnesses:
"An automobile occupied by the
and
ideals
our
of
in
the
government
driver and four men companions, was the thought of Mount Vernon fall minds and hearts of our people.'
Apartment Enquire 403 East HilL two school boys.
Carl Carver, of Grants, New MexIt is the President's especial wish, driven into the side of a freight train ing a prey to flame, and expressed a Judge Burks urged citizens to up ico, Frank Greere, of Bluewater, Now
it was stated in his behalf today, that standing on a crossing. The driver wish that he might do something to hold
the principles or the Constitu- Mexico, Thomas C. Day, of Bluewater,
FOR SALE Mulberry Valour Par- would be interviewers. Photographers was arrested for driving while tntox guard against such an event.
tion to combat the forces at unrest New Mexico, Henry J. Haverkampf.
A complete chemical engine, the and
lor Set and Victrola, practically new, and others allow the two youngsters icated.
discontent which he asserted seek
so records, at eus south 5th street to go tneir ways without interference. "The driver of a motor truck at last word in fire fighting apparatus, to destroy our institutions.
A. M.
o
tempted to drive across tracks ahead arrived at Mount Vernon yesterday.
. Register.
o
of a passenger train after other auto- It was the gift of the Detroit manu(2007)
A Civil Question
,
Becomes
'
mobiles had stopped. .The truck was facturer.
First Pub. Sept. 1
FOR SALE: Mimeograph, in ex- Boy
one
and
killed
Pub.
Last
29.
struck,
.
person
being
cellent condition, very cheap. Rev. L.
Sept
The bishop was waiting for his
f Mother's
one injured."
Hughes at Montreal
j
A. Stark. ...
train .in an
village. He
The' experience of the Pennsylvania
saw a stranger eyeing him askance. in inc.
uisiKiii uuuki n
V - PITTSBURG. Pa.. Sent
RaHroad this summer in- - grade cros
Secretary Hughes told the Cana
APPLES
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
Fearing he might be cutting a
Montreal
Charles
that
is
Bar
at
his
association
dian
re
Licek, aged 17,
eph
sing accidents la in line witls a
nodded
'
the
slight
McKINLBY
bishop
AND STATE
OF
rivalries
of nations, like to the acquaintance
All varieties, direct from the or- mother's brother, his stepfather's port of the Interstate Commerce economic
man.
MEXICO
NEW
OF
brother-in-lawill
within
rea
be
and the uncle of his Commission just issued showing that armaments,
kept
chard, delivered to you by insured
"Excuse me, mister," said the man, Harold Iven Rathbun, '
Panel Post, $1.60 per 50 lb. box C brothers and sisters. He just happens In March, this year, 137 people were sonsble limits by internationalHeagreeseen your picture in
"but
Plaintiff.
alao the I think ; I've
Grade. Grimes,, Golden and Johna-tha- n to be all these things, because in killed at crossings and 458 injured, ments at no distant day.
vs.
No. 2201 .
paper.".
Common Pleas Court, Mrs. Karlina compared with 117 killed and 287 inthe creation of a "perma
now.
bisanswered the
'
ready
Mildred Zipprich Rathbun,
"Very ' probably,"
.
most
our
of
1922.
an
138
widow
v
Wabash
in
nent
of
distinguished
.
Exler,
March,
aged
jured
body
PHIL SCHENCK,
' .
hop,
Defendant.
for
act
as
commission
Mrs.
a
to
citisens
Jane
avenue,
0'
Mary
adopted
New.
Mexico.
Can. I ask," the strange inquir- NOTICE OF SUIT TO THE
' Farmington,
The modern girl seems to think the United States and Canada to set ed,
Furch, the mother of Joseph Licek,
respectfully, "what you was cured
.ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT
the'
two
betweenas
her
and
her
Nature
the
then
in
that
tie
adopted
left
daughter,
disputes
any
o
fashioning
of?" Montreal, Gazette.
You are hereby notified that suit '
as
son.
her
line
countries."
details
unfinished.
Joseph
has been filed by the above named Joseph's father is dead, but he has
Noiseless street cars are now in the plaintiff and is now pending against .
a stepfather and. several brothers and
market but there has been a strange the abqye named defendant in too
Question! sisters.
failure to provide the fareless variety District Court. of McKinley County,
Mrs.. Exler. who raised Mrs. Furch
ior which there is a far keener de- New Mexico, said suit being number-e- d
desired
from infancy, explained she
mand. Toronto Daily Star.
2201 on the docket of said court
CHICAGO, 111., Sept. 23. Definite to make Mrs. Furch and her son JosThat the general objects of said
of
what
in
a
states
he
findings
survey
heirs to the Exler estate upon her
eph
suit are for an absolute divorce from
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF
re the three most pressing railway death.
the above named defendant upon the
PARTNERSHIP
questions before the public will be
grounds of abandonment
ready to be presented to the people
Fixinf His Status
And you are further notified that
The business partnership heretofore
before the time of the Presidential
(
to be enconventions next summer, it was anA
existing between Dominick Rollie, and unless you enter or cause
couple were enter
W. H. Morris, under the firm name tered your appearance in said cause
nounced today for Dr. David Friday, tains their friends. The rudeness of
of Gallup Undertaking Company, at on or before the 19th day of Novemformer president of Michigan Agri- one of the guests made him objectioncultural College, director of the re- able to the rest of the company. His
Gallup, New Mexico, and at Winsiow, ber, 1923, judgment will be rendered
search council of the National Trans- conduct was tolerated for some time,
Arizona, was, on the 3rd day of April, in said cause against you by default
dissolved by. mutual consent, and the relief prayed for will bo
11)23,
Institute.
jhe held up on his
until
the
table
at
portation
and the said W. H. Morris did then granted.
According to Dr. Friday, the sub- fork a piece of meat which had been
The name of plaintiff's attorney Is
dispose of all of his right, title and
jects for study have been divided into served him and in a vein of intended
,: .. ..
interest in said business, and from H. C. Denny, whose Post Office Adseven divisions, as follows:
..
humor asked: "Is this pigT"
that date will not be responsible for dress, is Gallup, New Mexico.
'
"To which end of the fork do you
Study of railway rates with referNAT GARCIA, .
g
ence to amount invested in roads; ef- refer?" asked a
man
any debts contracted by said DomiClerk District Court.
nick Rollie, or said Gallup Undertakfects of transportation costs on sitting at the other end of the table,
'
McKinley
County,
,
ing Company, nor any debts that he
TT
prices, especially of farm products; He moved to a new neighborhood.
TTTTTTTTT
T7t A Tl
88 or
88
New Mexico.
in
Said
the
future.
Contract
it
distribution of freight rates on the Pittsburgh Chronicle-Telegrapmay
881
F
II
ll
88
VI
IU
ll
OF
THE
Dominick Rollie assumes all obliga- (SEAL
geographical distribution of. indutions of said Undertaking Co. and DISTRICT COURT)
stry; relative efficiency of private and
receives all moneys due said Gallup (2037)
government owned roads; relation of
RUIZ &OVERSON
First Pub. Sept. 29.
investment in railroad securities to
Undertaking Co.
Last Pub. Oct. 20.
.
ROLLIE
review
DOMINICK
and
Attorneys-At-Laof
value
properties; study
MORRIS
W.
Commission
H.
Commerce
'of Interstate
Practice in all Courts of
IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITHvaluation of roads.
2046)
;
First Pub. Sept. 29, 23
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
New Mexico and Arizona
'23.
OF MeKINLEY AND
Last Pub. Oct. 20,
STATE OF NEW
MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
C. A.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Henry A. Walters,
"
Plaintiff.
'
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
vs.
No.2200
DR. M. M. ELLISON
EXPERT CARPENTER
Aug. 81, 1923 Irma A. Anderson, othewise
Vnfira U hArnhv iriven that Maud known as Irma A. Walters,
.
and
S. Tietjen, of Bluewater, N. M., who,
Defendant.
on June n, mzu, maae nomesieau en- NOTICE OF SUIT TO THE
BUILDER
Section
,
for
No.
039651,
SEK,
ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT
try,
You are hereby notified that suit
Township 13 N.t Kange u tv., n. m
M
in
hn
Ave.
of
notice
filed
Msrtilinn.
P
and
St.
Coal
Corner
First
has been filed by the above named
- Will Give You Eight Hours
tention to make three yrs., Proof, to plaintiff and is now pending against
NEW
MEXICO
desGALLUP,
above
land
establish claim to the
Work for Eight Hoars Psy
the above named defedant in the Discribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at trict Court of McKinley County, New
Gallup, McKinley to., w. m., on ine Mexico, said suit being numbered
10th day of October, 1923.
2200 on the docket of said court.
Claimant names as witnesses:
That the general objects of said '
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
H. Prewitt, Tom Elkins, Josephine suit are for an annulment of a pur
Elkins. S. C. Young, all of Bluewater, ported marriage contract between the '
HERMAN W. ATKINS
Paster of The Methodist Church
n. m.
SSI
S3'
above named plaintiff and the above
Residence 800 3rd Street
M.
A.
BERGERE,
named defendant upon the grounds
ATTORNEY AND
Phone No. 288.
Register."
of the insanity of said defendant and
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:30 A. M
AT LAW
COUNSELLOR
her inability to understand the mar
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
First Pub. Sept. 8.
88 : riage contract at the time the same
All
Hours.
Last Pub. Oct.
At Tour Service At
88
was performed, and for all other pro
Office: Pago Building
per relief in the premises as more xui-- lv
set forth in plaintiff's complaint
IN THE PROBATE COURT WITH-Ion file in the above entitled and num
AND FOR THE COUNTY
bered cause.
OF MeKINLEY AND
Now Mexico
Gallup
DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
And you are- - futher notified that
STATE OF NEW
!
unless you enter or cause to be on- :
MEXICO
A.
TT
TT
TT
TOfTlk
DENTIST
I I II
MM In
!!
tered you appearane in said cause on
Iij0mW I I I II II
the matter of the
Office : Warm Building
No. 254 or before the lUth day of November,
T.
Charles
of
Estate
'
'
1923.
iudirment will be rendered in
New Mexico
Joslin, deceased.
Gallup
EDMUNQ R. FRENCH
n IH cause aeainst vou bv default and
N UTILE
Notice Is Hereby Given: That an the relief prayed for will be granted.
Lawyer
The name of plaintiff's attorneys '
Member Bar: Supremo Court Uniter
cillary letters of administration upon
of Charles T. Joslin, de- is C. J. Roberts, whose post office adestate
the
Court of. New
States, Supreme
ceased, have been by the above named dress is Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
Mexico.
court, duly Issued to the undersign- H. C. Denny, whose post office adS05 Coal Avenue.
Gffice:
BROSE, M. E.
ed, as executrix of the last will and dress is Gallup, New Mexico.
testament and of the estate of the In Witness Whereof, I have heresaid decendeat; and that all persons unto set my hand and official seal
GENERAL ENGINEERING
having claims against said estate and the 22nd day of September, A. Mc-D.
said decendent will present them with- 1923, at Gallup, in the County of
PRACTICE
J. W. CHAPMAN,
in the time and in the manner
Kinley and State of New Mexico.
NAT GARCIA,
law.'
bv
Architectural Service Ia
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Clerk, District Court
ADA M. JOSLIN,
Connection
McKinley
County,
Executrix, of the last
PHONE 26
New Mexico.
will and Testament of
"
'
1
Rooms
and the Eatate of Char- - (SEAL OF THE
Pago BalUing.
DISTRICT COURT)
2101s WEST R. B. AVENUE
les T. Joslin, deceased.
Newttesko
Gallup,
(2C38)
(2028)
MXICO
NSW
GALLUP,
First Pub. Sept 29
First Pub. Sept 22
r
iin'tilft
imn.nfiniWi"" MiatiaMMWiv&WWtiMMi
luuiin
f
'!
Pub. Oct 20.
Last
18.
Last Pub. Oct
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that has met in the c.

II- years coJ r.
t.
lie Grasd
Candaaria, Jbm Crcia. Oliveraa FaV tame
'present term of District Cvrt o n
M.
all
of
N.
Eluewator.
c"o,
demns tola same old JaU nd In tze
same old way. If some relief Is not
Register.
'given the people of McXinley county
(2049)
in tne way oz supplying a new ail,
29.
Pub.
First
Sept
we would suggest to the- - next Grand
Last Pub. Oct. 27.
Jury to go into court and seek an
injunction against the sheriff from
FOaf
NOTICE
PUBLICATION
placing human beings in this Jail.
DEPARTMENT OF TE3 INTERIOR The present sheriff and his force of
U. S. Und Office at Santa Fe. N. II deputies nave collected lines anougn
September 27, 1823 to build a new county jail enouin
Notice Is hereby given that Iran tinea in less than one year. The coun
quilino Padilla. of Seboyeta. N. If.. ty commissioners may not know tnat
wno, on December zo, mu, made the condition oz toe jail ia as it is
Homestead entry. No. 034646. for They should nay that hole a visit
J NEK. Section 22. Township 15 N.. Maybe ,an idea would take root and
f
Meridian, naa develop into a move to lurnisa una
lunge w.. N. H.
Jail build'
filed notice ox intention to make three county with an
year Proof, to establish claim to the tag.
land above described, before U. 8.
Commissioner, at Seboyeta, N. If,, on Announcement has been made by
te lotn., day or November, 1923.
the Rex theatre that beginning this
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sunday a matinee will be given at the
Desiderio Trujillo, of Seboyeta. N. Hex every Sunday afternoon.
BUCHAREST, 8pt 27. It ia
Serafin Jaramillo. of Seboyeta.
that Rumania baa offered the if.:
N.
The will of the people is the law of
.; Amada radilla, ox Seboyeta,
assis-tanc- e
Eulgarian government military
If.: Bidacio' Martinez, of San tthe land . . The great body of the
in restoring order in Bulgaria
people have a single interest, that of
should the communist revolution Mateo, N. M.
A. M. sERGERE,
nsving their government wisely,
there assume the upper hand.
Register.
faithfully and honestly administered.
(2060)
They have little care for mere indi
First Pub. Sept 29
viduala, except as the individual may
Last ub. Oct. Z7
lerve them best, and best represent
o
the principles which are dear to them
"It will be the most wonderful pic in governmental policy. William Mc- ture of the season," says Mr. Master Kiniey.
of the strand, speaking of
The picture will start at Next Saturday nights program at
FIRST SHOW AT 7:30 P. M.
8 P. M., and all should be in their the Strand will be a laugh over every
seats promptly at that hour in order inch of the time Pete Morrison s
SUNDAY
to follow this great feature special comedy drama, "Making Good," and
Production
Barker
Reginald
from start and go with it to the
Jimmy Aubrey's comedy, "The Detec
An all aUr east, with Earl
tive."
and
Wallace
Williams,
Berry
Barbara LaMarr in
-- THE
ETERNAL THREE"
A Cameo Comedy
"SMALL CHANGE"
WEEXLT NEWS
MATINEE AT 1 tt M.
nniwmm

whim,

Jury

Jrj lastic.I.senJ
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Aid to Culjsria

OoLuWYtt Present

Merry-Go-Roun-

MONDAY

raw

teeeatiag
UNDAVS PROGRAM

TUESDAY

Under

Katherine McDonald in
"MONET, MONET, MONET"
AESOP'S FABLE
TOPICS OF THE DAT
(One Day Only)

State
Supervision

WEDNESDAY
G0LDWYN-CO8M0POL-

The officers and directors of this bank
are men of broad business and banking experience, following conservative methods
and always putting first the safety of the depositors' interest.
The wealth of its stockholders, all of
whom are liable not only for their investment but also for an additional amount equal
to the par value of their stock, afford additional security.

THURSDAY
Repeating
"THE SPOILERS"

FRIDAY
Repeating
"THE SPOILERS"

SATURDAY
Ralph Connor's Story of
SCHOOL

"THE CRITICAL AGE"
OUR GANG COMEDY
"GIANTS va. TANKS"

WEEKLY NEWS

COMING:
"DOWN TO THE SEA IN

Faienda

Louise

Ford Sterlang
Wallace MacDonald
Rockliffe Fellowes
Sam de Grasse
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITH
IN AS FOR THE COUNTY"
OF McKINLET AND

So 4o

aimed

MS

(

STEP ON THE INFORMATION GAS

To provide a better understanding of the economic factor
motor transportation in every part of the world.
underlying
MEXICO
Ithe first International Motor Transport Congress ever held in
Paul Barter, otherwise
the United States will be convened in May, 1924, in the city of
known as Paul Hartert,
Detroit. The congress will be under the auspices of the NatPlaintiff.
ional
Automobile Chamber of Commerce. Delegates will at-vs.
No. 2204
all quarters of the civilized globe. The conference-itend
from
Lillian S. Harter, otherwise
to last four days.
iknown as Lillian S. Hartert,
Defendant.
The automotive industry is of first economic importance in
Notice Of Suit To The Above Named this country, whatever it may be abroad, and it will be well
Defendant,
for those who have their millions invested in it to have brought
You. 'Lillian S. Harter. otherwise home to them the fact that the great American market for the
known as Lillian S. Hartert, are hereautomobile is the American small town and the American farm.
by notified that suit has been filed
The teeming millions in the great cities might lead the
by the above named plaintiff and ia
now pending against the above named unthinking to imagine that all the motor cars in the world are
defendant in the District Court of bought by the rich city folk, but actually the city consumption
McKinley County, State of New Mex is small as corhDared with that of the country.
More nearly
ico, said sut being numbered 2204 on
seventy han fifty per cent of all of the cars manufactured in
the docket of said court.
That the general objects of said this country, we are told, are bought in towns up to 5,000 pop
suit are for an absolute divorce from ulation. The sooner the manufacturers have this fact driven,
the above named defendant on the home to them the sooner will they seethe
necessity of giving
grounds of abandonment.
aid to the small town local dealers, many of whom do
greater
You are further notified that unsuch yeoman work in the stimulation of creating of a market
less you enter or cause to be entered
Some manufacturers
your appearance in said cause, on the for the manufacturers they represent.
28th day of November, 1923, judg- with forward vision fully appreciate what the local dealer is
ment will be rendered in said cause doing, but others fail to sense his importance and do not apagainst you by default and the relief preciate his effort.
prayed for will be granted.
Great as is the absorption of motor cars in the country, it
The name of plaintiff's attorney is
H. V. Denny, whose Post Office Ad would be even greater if the average local dealer could, afford
dress is Gallup, New Mexico.
to cover his potential market more intensively. What he needs
Witness My hand and official seal is
backing to the limit, and no mpre constructive work can be
at Gallup, New Mexicp, this 28th
day
done
at the coming conference than the work of bringing beof September, mza.
'
fore the industry the actual truth regarding the cultivation of
NAT GARCIA.
Clerk, District Court, M- the small town motor market, the backbone of American concKinley County, New Mexico. sumption, of everything that is worthwhile.
STATE OF NEW
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After the Great Fight

Between Milton Sills and Noah
Beery they were both confined
their beds for three weeks.

A n

Barbara Bedford
Mitchell Lewia ,
Robert Edeson
Noah Beery
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CONSERVATIVE METHODS

"THE SPOILERS"
(8 reels)
San Laurel Comedy
"KILL OR CURE"

"GLENGARY
DAYS"
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TAN PRODUCTION.
REX BEACH'S GREATEST
STORY
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ens of ths isett rcraritic periods of American histcry has
been raxdc into a great raoticn
picture attraction.
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Vi Ji a great east

novel
JJEX CEACirS
cf ths Al?:r.n geld rush,

Rcpssia' Offers

REX PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK
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(seal. District Court- .McKinley County,
New Mexico) .
(2048
First Pub. Sept. 29.
Last Pub. Oct. 20.

The Stand Theatre calls attention
their big super-featupicture,
for next Tuesday
and Wednesday.

to

"Merry-Go-Round-

"

re

."

Need Something Else
There are still a few people who
advocate the settlement of strikes by
Public opinion has
public opinion.
been against strikes ever since there
were any strikes, and the situation
under that form of regulation ia get- tan no better very repiily. 7ttcLta

Teaeoa.

Washington's Invention
Former Attorney General Wickersham, in a recent address before the
conference on international relations
from the Christian viewpoint, now,
in session at Chatauqua. coupled ad
vocacy of America's participation in
ithe league of nations with the assertion that the reasons against such
course have been invented by a "great
political party." Mr. Wickersham
gives the Republican party, to which
he impliedly referred as "inventor."
too much credit. The reasons against
America's participation were "invented" by Georre Washington and other
founders of the republic, who saw the
peril in European entanglements and
wcrssd the nation asainst it. Waih-tt- 3
X., C.) Post.

Will

Re-Surv-

ey

-

Public Domain
WASHINGTON,
Sept. 27.
of $699,600 allowed

Appor-tionme-

by

nt

con-

gress for the survey and resurvey of
the public domain of . the United
States during the current fiscal year
was divided among 13 land districts
today by the general land office.
The apportionments include? Alaska tB AAA. A
ti, M.
nia, $41,000; Colorado. $48,000; Idaho
$37,000; Montana, $48,000; Nebracka
and Bonn Cttuta.
Nevasa,
fu&Tti Ore- tUMCX 'w Ur-l-t.
gen, f 'iW, UtaJ, 43jt9; Waatj-ton- ,
tJ,c;a and VytmUzj, C.V--J.
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